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NOTES&
COMMENTS

THEPREPAUT~NOFthis special issue on women writem
and publishers in Canada drew a number of points to our
asexual editorial attention. To begin at the business end of
+ings, we were depressed to realize jest how slowly the
presses of this country are rolling toward full sexual equality. An arrogant codpiece is still the predominant colophon
in this and, we suspect, most other lands. Witb few exceptions, major publishing houq tend to fimncl promising
feniale employees into their promotion departments - pnsumably on the grounds that women have innate gifts when
it comes to organizing functions, acting as hostesses, and
caressing the egos of neurotic authors. Even the nationalistic fires of the supposedly enlightened Independent Publishers’ Association seem to bum with a curiously phallic
heat. Them pre 18 positions on the IPA-executive commlttee; only three are occupied by women, although in theory
all are open to any designated employee of the 4p member
filIllS.
AS a result, them’s a woeful deficiency in ‘the contribetions from women to the process by which books are
selected and edited for publication. Those emotiohal attitudes and intellectualjudgments peculiar to a gmup representing more’than one half of Canadian society are all too
often subordinated to male conceptions.of literary taste. In
publishing, the pen may be &glider than the sword but the
sword cuts a lot rn* ice than the scabbard.
Small wonder, then, that’ alternative organizations are
springing up to challenge the establiihed,order. As Morris
Wolfe notes in his revealing article o? women’s presses
(page 4): “In a sexually egalitarian world, such alternatives
wouldn’t have to exist, and one assumes the day will come
when they will no longer be needed.” So we salute the
women’s presses as current social necessities. (And to anticipate a reflex protest from The So& Poliric, we also
salute the homosexual presses for the same reason.) But we
won’t be sorry to see them fade away.
If we need alternativeson the business side of publishing,
do we also need them on the creative side? Should
Women’s CanLit (or Gay CanLit) be isolated as a separate
field for critical study? Of that we an not so sure - even
though the very existence of this special issrie might be
interpreted as tacit recognition of such a field. Certainly
several of the contributors to the issue would share Myrna
Kostash’s enthusiasm for the emergence of a Iiteraturpthat
speaks from “the land of utems and premenstrual tension.”
In her review of Marlan Engel’s Jommc (page 6). Ms.
Kostash argues that “good books may indeed some day be
tram-sexual, but for now; given the social realities. good
books are still decidedly intra-iexual.”

Well, it’s true that no man can speak from the land of
mems and premensvual tension, just es no woman can
speak from the land of testicles and premature ejaculation.
And it’s also true that few mule novelists have ever cgeated
a totally successful female character. Poor old Arnold Bennett, for example, evidently lumbered through his entire
oeuvres with some distinctly odd notions about how women’s
bodies work. But if we cite Bennett and his unconvincing
old wives we should also cite James Joyce and the immortal
&folly Bloom. Sarely writing, like all art, should at Iat
aspire to universal understdnding? To put “intm-sexual”
limits on literature is to diminish both it and omxelves.
Worse, it is to accept defeat. For if the creative imagination
can’t conceive of that richer social harniony where men and
women interact as equals, them is no chance we shall ever.
atudn it in life.
In the ama of women’s contributions to non-fiction. we
encounter a different problem. A glance through this and
previous issues will confirm that pFcious little’ is being
written by Canadian women in the fields of history, politics.
economics, sociology, and the pure and practical sciences.
Why is this? Our guess is that there are still far too few
female academics in Qe relevant departments. And the few
who should be producing such books can’t find the time
because they am being sidetracked into conducting endless
courses under the general heading of Women’s Studies.
One obvious result is that we are being denied an essential
perspective in a number of disciplines crucial to our sdcial
and intellectual development.
Finally. them is the touchy (to us) subject of sexism in
reviewing. A. recent correspondent. Mavis Volpe of
Brandon, Man.. took us to task because our March issue
contained only one contribution written by a woman. Fair
enough; we were.caught with our slip tinshowing that time.
But in the December issue of 5 radical feminist periodical
mysteriously called Emergency Librarian. we were taken
’
even more harshly to task by an F. Geirsson for being
blatantly male chauvinistic in oared~mrial policy. She be- .
rates our reviewers, males and females alike, for confining
themselves to the books under review and not exploring or
commenting on the _@lective subconscious of the feminist
movement. For Ms. Geirsson we have no apologies at all.
She is talking arrant nonsense. As a librarian, emergency or
otherwise, she should know that the policy of this magazine. like that of every other responsible review publication.
is simply m mate books with the hest reviewers we can find ‘.
at a given moment -regardless of sex. And the more they
concentrate on the books at hand and refrain from venturing
into speculative psychology. the happier we will be.
To sum up, we &$resenting this special women’s issue
partly’because it is International Women’s Year and partly
because we $eem m be at a turning point in Canadian publishing thai deserves recognition. This is our first women’s
issue and it will also be our last. Henceforth Books in
Canada will be about just that - books in Canada. Good
criticism should be colour-blind. creed-deaf, and gendermote. All that’sfily n!eded is a nose. q
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OliMS;i-ilND. IN PUBhISHING
Sincethe inktition of movabletype, publishing.has
beencastIn d malemodd.Here’s howTheWmen’s
Pressis offsettingthat.
By MORRIS WOLFE
IN OURSPECIAL
issue op edlleation a couple of months ago, I
complained about the lack of Canadian content in my kids’
textbooks. Thor after ahnost a decade of the “new”
nationalism. The same textbooks are, if anything, even
worse when it comes to propagating traditional sexual
stereotypes. And that after more than a decade of the “new”
feminism.
Male-cenwd stories and pictures in’C&disn readers and other texts - outnumber femalecentred ones three to
one. (The same figures are roughly true of the content of
television). Other kids’ books are just as bad. In the popular
What’s Goodfor (I Six-Year-Old, for example, we find the
narrator saying, “First I asked Paul/What’s best of all?” The
answer?

Then the narrator asks, “How about SuellWhat’s good for

you?”

remain almost totallj controlled by men, Canadian women
have found it necessary to organize alternarives - altemative publishtng hobses, news-gathering agencies, and journals. an a sexually egalitarian world, of course, such abemaa tives wouldn’r have to exist, and one assumes that the day
.&II come when they will no longer be needed.) The bimonthly magazine Branching Our, for instance ($S. Box
409s. Edmonton), is now almost two years old. The lirst
issue of Room of One’s Owr,, a femihist quarterly of literature and criticism ($5. #9-X20 Prince Albert Street. Vancouver), has just appeared. A national women’s news
agency, Feminist.News, was recently organized in Winnipeg
to collect and disseminate information about the Canadian
movemenf. In those areas of the media where alternatives
can’t be organized - television. say -women have instead
put considerable pressure on those who can effect change.
Last year, Women forPolidcal Action presented an excellent
critical analysis of the treatment of women on television 81
the CBC licence-renewal hearings in Ottawa.
The sexist excepts from Whet’s Good for (I Six-YewOld quoted above are from The Women’s Kit, a 25pound
multi-media box assembled and distributed by rhe Oncarlo
Institute for Studies in Education in Toronto. It’s the best
thing I’ve seen produced by OISE, which has been frequently
(and ofren justifiably) maligned. The box, which sells for
4 Books In Canada, May, 1975
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$50, contains records-, slides, filmstrips, posters, photos,
drawings, poems, enicles, stories, booklets, and excerpa
fmm newspapers - all by and/or about women (mosrly
Canadiad). At $2 a pound. it’s Ihe best mdbi&iewing/
listening bargain I’ve seen in some time. I’d promised to
return it to OISE in fwo days; in fact I kept it for IObecause
my wife and kids aqd I (and assorted guests) were having so
much fud rummaging around in it. The material is handsomely designed. Its occasional bits of editorial and explanatory prose am effectively understated. My only criticism is that there isn’t a junior version of Ihe kit, one that
would work for elementary-school children as effectively as
I suspect this one does for those in secondary schools and
colleges.
The best individual item to have come out of the Canadian
women’s movement. in my opinion, is the’recently published
collection of essays Wmttenbt Work: Ontario 18.504930
(Women’s PI&, 416 pages, %lZ.SO cloth and $6 paper).
This well-designed book, edited by Janice ‘Acton, Penny
Goldsmith, and Bonnie Shepard, and superbly illustrated by
Gail Geltner, is the first collection of scholarly ardcles on
women’s work to hive been published anywhere in North
America. Included among its nine essays are 6rswate pieces
on ihe political economy of 19th~century Ontario women (ay
Leo Johnson), on prosritution in Toronto circa 1900 (by Lqri
Rotaberg), on being a schoolmarm in Ontario (by Elizabitb
Graham), and on theToronto dressmakers snikeof 1931 (by
Catherine Macleod).‘[Ediror’s note: This book will be reviewed af greater length in h forihcoming issue of Book in

.

.

Cartado.]
Women at Werk was produced by Ihe oldest women’s

publishing house in the country, m Women’s Press (or
Canadian Women’s Educadonal Press). In thefallof 1970, a
group of Toronto women attempted to have published a
collection ofessays on the womi’s movemenl in this country; at that lime, virtually all the printed material on tbe
movement available in Canada’was American. When they
couldn’t find an established publisher sympathedc or interested enough in what they wanted to do, the women
decided to publish tbe material themselves, although they
knew little about publishing.. They became rhe Canadian
Women’s Educational Press, asked for and got a LIP grant.
andin!uly. 1972,putout their first book. Women Utdte!The
women at the press themselves admit thar they’ve learned a
lot since then. Women Unite! is not particularly well designed or edited, and is full of typos. Still. there ark some
good pieces there that more than justify the book’s existence.
My favourite essay is Sarah Spinks’s “Sugar ‘n’ Spice” particularly her discussion of the sexism of Paul Goodman
and Edgar Z. Frledenberg.
The next major project The Women’s Press turned to was
the publicadon of non-sexist Canadian children’s books. In
1973 three such books appeared - The Travels of Ms.
Beaver and Mandy and the Flying Map (both by Bev Allin-
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son and Ann Po\vell). and Fres/z Fish hod Chips (by Jan
Andrew and Linda Donnelly).‘The latter two, although
restricted IO INO colours (the possibilities of which are not
that well exploited), have gone into a second printing and
have sold almost 7,000 copies, each. The Travels o/ Ms.
Bwver (originally published by Kids Can Press), which has
also gone into a second printing, has done slightly less well
-mostly.
one suspects, because its text is peinted in script
and is difficult for children to read to themselves. The mess’s
fourth children’s book, an attract& retelling of thi traditional tale Stone Soup by Carol Pastemak, Allen Sutterfield.
and Hedy Campbell ($3.25 paper and $6.25 cloth) has just
appeared. Three men children’s books are on the way.
In addition to Women or Work, Women Unite! and the
four children’s books, Tbe Women’s Press has published
eight other works, including a couple of women’s calendars,
The Dqcare Book (now out ofprint), Cuban Women Now,
and Never Done, a popular overview of women’s work hr
Canada from the 16th century on. (Never Done, 10.000
copies of which have just been ordered for use in British
Columbia schools, was reviewed in our February issue.)
Tbe press operates out of six crowded. busy moms on the
third liocu of a large old house next door to OISE in downtown Toronto. An interview consists of sitting in the corner
of the main mom talking to three or four members of the
collective (the three or four keep changing) as a constant

tbe Press Gang in Vancouver, for example; and two pamphlets produced by the Halifax Women’s Bureau, Women ol
Work in Now Scotia and Women and the Law in Nova
Scotia.
One of the more interesting distribution problems the press
has run into is a bookstore - Mary Scorer Books iq Win-

One can subscribe to the views of The Women’s
Press (and I do) and admire their dedication to
those views (and I do) and itill wonder about the
wisdom of collective decision-maklng when it
comes to deciding what books to publish and how
they should be edited and packaged.
stream of staff members and visitors drift in and out. The
phone doesn’t seem to stop ringing.
The 14 women who run the press range in age fmm 20 to
35. andcome fmm avariety ofbackgrounds. They operateas
a collective: everyone participates in all major decisions
(including the selection and editing of manuscripts). and
everyone shams in all work. including the “shit work” filing, typing. packing, etc. Four of the women draw salaries
fmm the press; the other 10, all of whoq have some other
means of support, work as volunteers. Through some combination of luck and skill, tbe press has been able to avoid the
kinds of ideological and personal conflicts that have deslroyed so many qther collectives. It may be as simple, as
Donna Bobier of the press earnestly puts it, as the fact that
they “share so much that it’s easy to underplay conflict.”
Although there’s been some turnover, 10 of the women have
been with the press for a year and a half or longer.
The collective discoveredearly that if its books were going
lo be read, members would have to distribute them themselves. As a result, a considerable amount of their energy has
gone into the establishment ofa national distribution system,
which includes the distribution of some material other than
their own
_ -the women’s calendar and books produced by

.

nipeg -that refuses IOhandle W6men’s Press books; those
wanting them are referted to another bookstore. John Gleksiuk, ccwxvner of the store, said in a telephone interview that
the decision not to carry Ihe press’s books was taken by his
partner, a woman, who “doesn’t like women’s libbers.” In
any case, Oleksiuk added, “the books don’t sell that well.”
Mr. Oleksiuk said his partner did not want her name revealed, and that he had been authorized to speak on her
behalf.
One can subscribe mrhe views ofThe Women’s Press (and
I do) and admire their dedication to those views (and I&) and
still wonder about the wisdom 6f collective decision-making
when it comes to deciding what books to publish and how
they sliould be edited and packaged. I’m with Susan Sontag.
who recently criticized those in the movement who are “all
IOOeager to dump the life of reason (along with the idea of
authorhy) into tbe dustbin of ‘patriarchal history’.”
An examp!e of what I’m talking about is the collective’s
latest book, Born (I Woman: Songs by Rim MaeNeil (40
pages, $4.75 paper), “the first songbook,” we’re told. “to
emerge out of the Canadian women’s movement.” “what
better way to celebrate Inremational Women’s Year,” reads
another blurb, “than with asong?Tbis book makes it possible for everyone to sham Rha’s musical vision.” Except that
Rita’s musical vision consists of kinderganen tunes and stich
mind-numbing lyrics as: “I have a friend, she has a good
mind&he’s afr$d to use it someti~es./She depends on the
man she has/To decide most, things she feels he knows
best.Nou know, my friend told me that her mind died,fTo
stand alone she could not survive.” What partially redeems
the book is its design (by Pat Bouque) and the splendid
photographs taken by 10 different women. The bex~s of the
women in the collective were obviously in the right place
when they chose IOdo this boolt; one can’t say Ihe same thing
about their heads. (In fairness. one has to poi?t out that the
decision to publish the excellent Womenat Work was also a
collective one.)
One of the results of the work that’s been done by The
Women’s Press, The Women’s Kit, and other groups is that
established publishers haye begun to realize that publishing
feminist and non-sexist material can be pmfltable. D.C.
Heati has just put OUIa simply designed but artractive series
6f four small childmn’s books by Bev Allirison and Judith
Latirence, each a photographic eday about an actual Canadian woman. Do&w Mary’s Animals is about a woman
veterinarian; Maryon Makes Shapes -is about sculptor
Maryori Kantamff. Tbe subjects of Myra Builds ‘clHouse
and Ellie Sells Fish are obvious.
All these developments in publishing sound good until one
recalls how insignificant thay are in the overall picture. As I
pointed out at the beginning of this piece, little seems to have
changed where it counls most - in the textbooks that our
kids use in their classrooms, and on the television screens
they spend 25 hours a week watching. 0
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Joatme: The Last Dnys of a Modern Marriage, by
Matian Engel, PaperJacks. 133 pages, $1.95 paper.
By IVNRNA XUDSiASH
THE HEROINE Isachrysdis,herlifeas

realizable asthat ofthe
butterfly on the cover of the book itself. Well. why not? Let
us be done with the stunted possibilities, the paranoic retreats
and the grim self-betmyals of other heroines -, fmm
Elizabeth d’AulnPres to Audrey Moore (the hemine in
Matian Engel’s own Monodmmos)
- and celebrate the
more-or-less successful getaway of Joanne, the nice woman
next door.
“It’salwaysstruckme,” saysBngelinaninterview, “that
dead marriagesare the dreariestthings there are.” That’s the
idea the CBC commissioned her to develop into a serial novel
forradio.Shemokthedmarinessas given. thenwmteastory
about a woman who ends with a vision of seeing lie “steadBy and whole.” It is more than we are used to from our
writers: thlnkof Ross’s Mrs. Bentley, Callaghsn’sMidje and
Ronny. Roy’s RoseAnna Lacasso.
. Joaane w&es a diary, and that is dte book. An intimate,
confessional, sometimes wry, sometimes heart-broken tw
cord of the commonplaces of a failed marriage and the effort
to start again as Joanne herself. It reads at one level very
much like a catalogue of women’s complaints, a resource
book for Women’s Studies in which we learn that women’s
salaries don’t pay for the daycam and the housekeeper,
husbands treatwives like “oldboots.” children get battered,
single women flourish and divorced women lose status,
housekeeping is uncompensated work,. motherhood is a
tenacious if vulnerable identity, and lawyers cost money. “I

ought to make a sign for the kitchen wall, memorize it and
paint it all over the Toronto subway: ‘THBPATHOFTRUE LOVE
LBADGM)00~ESTICTYRANNY:TURNTH6OTHER~AY.~ItiS

avowedly anti-romantic -no white knights to carry off our
lady from her kitchen sink -a timely antidote to dreamy,
perpetually adolescent ambitions of mmance achieved amid
the artifacts of housewifery.
It is also funny, whtch stands to reason. Joanne is nothing
if not a survivor -self-irony is a weapon brandished at the ,
phantomsofdespairanddissolutlon~andherfarewell
letter
to her husband is a triumph of that preservative hilarity that
rumbles below the surface of chaos. She picks up her kids,
having successfully retrieved them fmm their kidnappergrandmother, settles into a creepy apartmentin a small town.
gets a mediocre job, makes friends, endures the prlcldes of
guilt, Vengeance, and loneliness, and pauses, finally, for
moments of self-assessment. “Sometimes I think I am a
shallow woman, shallow and passive and mean. Other times
Itbink, you can’t beall things to all men. andl’m all I’vegot
and lucky to be alive.” There are those who would call this a
penurious enough reward for struggle. Let us remember,
however, how often such women have been finished off in
novels through suicide, schizophreuia, and death in child
,
birth. And remember also how often women charactets
have not even been recognized as people in tmuble but
*,
rather, as Joanne says, as “mund as a ring and fertile as a
trout, good to their babies. sexy and free. Too good to be
_
tme.”
At another level again, Joanne is a queer sort of book
offering another set of pleasures. Them is a tension in it
between the need to keep the story moving, to provide a
“cliff-hanger” at the end of each episode for the radio
audiehce by keeping the heroine embroiled in dramatic
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---scenarios. and the opposite pull of the character’sinner life.
This latter dimension, after all, is one in which Engcl has
previously written with considerable flourish. not to say
panache, particularly in Monodromos, that stop about Audrey Moore, a person who is “holding despemtely.onto
surfaces.She has a very cracked interior. things aren’t working for her, she hasn’t managedto live sensibly.” With such
an inte+ing inner decor, it is not surprising that the book
was tis much a travelogue from the psycheas from Cyprus, a
gorgeous compendium of psychological xesoums, fantasies. flashbacks, pathogenies. and symbols. which only
from time to time referred back to the real life of Audrey’s
material world.
In Joanne the situation is reversed.The heroine3 objective
world is constantlypressingin cmher. demanding to be dealf
&th -money, suitcases,school principals, tlu, funerals *
and this is atIer all what the slory is about. Her retreats into
reflection and self-analysis are luxury items, but when she
does indulge herself, she worries that she is too trivial. “But
then. I lead a trivial life.” This has much to do with the way
the book was written as well as who the book is about. Engel
points out that, since it was a commissionedbook, “Joanne
was very quickly invented. I hadn’t been thinking about her
at all. My other charactersI’d lived with for years. I gave
..
them whole heads.”
Joanne’s preoccupationsalso have to do with.the book’s
initial audience. Radio is.a popular medium and il just
wouldn’t work to have Joanne too arty, too transcendental,
too middle-class Toronto bohemian. “I determinedly made
her not terribly well-read. I find that my charactersread too
much. I tend to write books about reading.” One thinks of’
Minn Burgc in The Honeynan Fesiival and her referencesto
the New York Review of Boo!a and matriarchal myths and
Jean-Luc Godard. One thinks especially of Monodrontos and
.
its lists of Cypriot village names, medieval genealogies, and
Classical epigrams. No such riches for Joanne. Well, she
does have a David Milne painting andxemembers word fdr
word a Matthew Arnold sonnet, but by and large one misses
here that whole self-indulgent, elitist, and delicious play with
allusions, word’games, footnotes, and half-registered referencesfmm musty libraries that pepperthe other novels. What
was always so muchfun about theseverbal bon mdtswas that
.

is avowedly ,anti-romantic
. . : a ti&ly antidote to dreamy, petpetrially. adolescent ambi-’
tions of romance achieved amid the an@acts of
housewifery.

.._

_... Lo __ _____.____

_

In this fast moving absorbing novel the
reader will meet and get involved with
Mary, who ‘wants only the best for her
children and yet seeks her own desires,
her unforgettable 12-year-old son Peter,
whose antics in a confession box will
have you laughing outloud, as well as
Fat Edna, notorious for her protest letters, Father O’Brien, Irvine Drussel plus a
host of other characters drawn as real as
life.
I

!

It

hey emanatedhorn the reflections of sloppy; fleshy women
living in large, sloppy, disordered houses filled with dirty
laundry baskets,diaperpins, andencrustedfryingpans. Who
wduld have hoped to find. behind the dusty potted fern, a
bulging-bellied woman ruminating on D. H. Lawrence and
the “dark blue furred va$nn flower.”
However, one does get the secondary characters in
Joanna. Engel admits that they are .unused characters left
over from other novels. I, for one, am glad they wen summoned up. Faber, fat, 50, with long hair, a goldcaning, and
a ‘*totxnl of venom;“’ Rosie, the gutsy chicken-gutter;
Uncle Stanley, the genteel father figure; Mr. McTavish, the
stingy landlord: Isabel the alwholic, descendedfrom SC&Irish dissenters, “perverse as hell;” Aunt Frieda. true grit
and Tmtskyite;.and Mother Millie Macme, remarried to a
bootlegger having already worked as a cook for a camp of
fruit-pickers.

No Virgin ,Mary by Jonathan Simpson is
the story of Mary Waboss, born and
raised on a northern Indian reservation,
who.finally gives in to the fnsincere entreaties of a community worker to accompany him south to join the “good life”
in. Toronto - only to face a life of confusion for which she is totally unprepared.
124 pages, paper $2.50

.
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There
isin thii book, as in the others. a sense,of family
tribe; it is impossible, says Bngel, for her to imagine people
not having families. In this. she is very much like Margaret
Laurence. But “mydaughter’s generation will write adifferent sort of book, witbout that sense of family, because
they’ve been fleeing it.” This is a troubling possibility, given
the still-so-covert history of mother-daughter relationships
end their disguised appearancein our literature. In Laurence,
Munm, Roy, ahd Bnge.1we have one generation’s record of
it. In their books we get a sight of the indomitable grandmother (“Ma Bwge taught them at hoine until Polly. the
youngest, got measles and went blind. . . . A month later, the
father was killed in a t&tic accident. She got work as a
cleaning-ladyandwasgladtohaveit.. . . MaBurgestillrises
at six and sings while she works”). the present-daymothers,
. the 1950s casualtiesemerging rather blowzy but pugoacious
into the 1970s. and the mysterious daugiiters, growing up
secretly outside the family circle. To break tbis thre& of
generational continuity (the boxes witbin boxes that am
mothers and daug@em),now that them is finallyan explicitly
feminist context witbin which women writers miy write,

-

W& need to know foal we’ve descended alotig .
female blood lines as wellas maIe ones and been
ivnpnWedas indeliblyby fkem.
would be a loss indeed. We need to know that we have
descended along female blood Iincs as well as male ones and
heen imprinted es indelibly by them.
Engel suspects that "the paranietersof my imaginationare a.
biological.” Meaning, I suppose, that she is read as a
“wotmm writer” rather than as a “titer,”
by no mesns
androgynous but a female narrator writing fmm the land of
uterus and pre-menshual tension: A narrator, that is, of fulIj
one half of human experience. Reports from the other half masculinity - have rather arrogantly been appropriated as
literature in rota, eF.though they too are shaped by that
“thermostat between ihe legs,” as Engel calls it. Good
books may ided some day be ttsns-sexual, but for now,
given the social realities, good books am still decide.dly
intm-sexual. No one need to be alarmed or depressed. They
are what Engel has written, and they sre a treasure.0
SOMEnniES,

SUDDENLY

,
&wnetimes8sud&ly
through the &it!er rind of your nome,
I &me upon your eyes again
green with thelight.
,ln’thefiriotq4ush
@ncing the cold-mered air
you bring with you
the yapping woodq the crush
offindog leaves and unblendedspice.
I catch you in free amts
and feel rhe cold prick/es ofyourfoce
and your peppermint breath.
We meet there in the yellow air
in Ieoves and nut-wet gross
and I find you crowing
in the green light.
kzughingat me,
someti&s. &ddenly.
.’
@nin’k Sometimes.$~ddetdy, by SaIli
- ?5 pages, $3.95 paper.)

.’

B&r, JiJ. Dough,
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The Rea&rsg Club

ofCd

is

Canada’sown book club. The books on this page are
of the club’s offerings. And you can haw any three o%Z
for just $4.95 with a no-str@s-att&ed membership in the
Readers’Club.
The Readers’ Club is owned and operated by Canadians
to serve the distinctive needs of thoughtfulCanadian readers.
Now, with the he1 of the Ontario Arts Counciland the Canada Council, the L aders’ club is able to enroll additional
members.
The Club offers
you the carefidly-chw.n best of Caoadlao
books. There is no memberabip fekaod no minimum pur.$a.se reqo@me(t:_n+a buy as few or as many Canadian .
0ooKs tnrougn me cm0 as you please.
And you save money. Selections are frequently offered
at special prices. And the club’s Bonus Plan stretches your
book-buying dollar by as much as twenlyXve percent.
You will also receive a free subscription to Gma&an
Reader, the Club’slivelyjournal about Caoa$ao books and
writing.
Frequent savings. No minimum purchases. Convenient
amess to the best in Canadian writing. And, ix t6p’ofaU
this, any three of the books on this page for jbst 34.95.
Pick yotir three books and ffl out. your membwship
application today. Yooll be glad you did!
-

The Readers’ club of &da

35 BritainStreet, Toronto. Ontario MA lR7
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Ittakes
allsorts
t-omake
a world.

tially faceless as her uncompleted portrait. the heloless daemon of the uooex
regions of &e chocolate factory, -iho
can only bashfully rewrite, but cannot,
on her own, change the lives of those
below. To complete herself and her
“progmm of modest miracles, HUM*t4
The Candy Factory,
by Sylvia
miracles,” she needs tbe help of the
Fraser, McClelland & Stewart, 304
other resident daemon, the deathpages, $5.95 cloth.
saturated tramp wholivesinthedisused
sewer beneath the candy factory. The
By ADELE WISEMAN
tramp, weaned on gore, constantly hal. lucinating the horrors of the fate of all
THE LAST PACKAGEI received like this . *flesh, who sucks his wine bottles in the
was tilled with luscious bon-bons. It
fresh cribs of newly opened graves. is a
cme all the way from a celebrated
tormented, brutalized. anguished
chocolate manufacturer on the West
human being (“What’s tbe use? oh,
Coast and was signed ‘.‘Love.” The
what’s the use? what’s the use?. . .“)
contents did not disappoint. Nordo Ms.
who sees in the act of delivering death
Fraser’s, and her message to the reader
the reaffirmation of his own despair.
is similar. She is essentially cmvxmed
Reoccupied with waste, with destrucGith the miracles that a modicum of
tion, his is the earliest play on the
goodwill may effect in a, world
“chocolate” theme, the act of eliminabrutalized by the knowledge of mortallion his ml form, and shit his creative
ity and the destructiveness of man himmaterial. But this is so, too, for very
self. She is a gifted story-teller who
young children, and the wino sucking
creates a coherent, self-consistent
his bottle in the grave, and.‘wilfully
world. a world at one and the same time
smearing his faeces on canvas during a
serious and comic, delicate and gross. a
briefly hilarious period ofsuccess in the
humanly recognizable world filled with
art world, can’t help implying rebinh as
echo and resonance.
well as inevitable decay.
The Can& Fackq
is a middle-class.
The .violent .meeting of these
Canadian fairy,story. Ms. Fraser could
polarized beings, it’s suggested, is
have chosen %hy of our classic paterenough t>shake tbe natural order
nalistic enterprises fortbe setting of her
sufficiently for the swift enactment of a
fictional world -a newspaper. say, or
few modest miracles among.the aIs*
a biscuit factory. or even a publishing
polarized characters in the middle reghouse. But her choice affirms her
ions of the chocolate factory. Structurgenuine inventive gift. The candy facally, then, we have here a not unfamiltory is all of them and then some. It is
iar metaphysical scheme, entertainexplored in a series of brilliant epiingly up-dated.
sodes, altematively~hilling, touching.
The episodes in which the characters
’ and comic. each cunningly shaped and
of the middle world receive their small
miracles are imaginatively conceived,
sometimes shocking, and often very
&CQSiOnQ&’
one must note:.
funny. The author is clearly a lover of
words, and creates a world full of
‘A~Q, Ms. Fraser IIQSgot inio
haunting echoes and characters who are
her own liqueurs.” But that is a
simultaneously selves and symbols.
faultonthe generous side. . .
Occasionally one must note: “Aha,
Ms. Fraser has got into ha own liqueurs.” But that is a fault on the
neatly dovetailed sb that in the end we
g?nerous side, and this bookhas a beare left with the feeling that we have
guiling prodigal quality to it anyway.
encountered life and perhaps even
Occasionally, also. there is a tendency
something more.
on the part bf the wri$r to indulge in an
For Ms. Fraser deals in magic too,
intensely didactic interlude, such as the
and sleight of mind. Nothing too deone in which she wraps up the problems
manding, mind you. nod&g to tax a
of marriage, a brilliant bit of verbal’
public faith. which, she implies, is at
faldeml that I’m sure thefiction-writing
the very least moribund. The magic’s
pan of her knows is a neat latindry job
priest, latterly relegated to the position
that won’t survive one wearing.
of night-watchman. living in the loft of
The book ends with the tmnsfonnathe candy factory, now is dead. His
tion of Charles X. Hunter, scionof the
inheritor remains. She’s Mary Moon. a
firm, who opts out, a middle-aged .
spinster daughter accomplished in
knight, to go in search of himself.
forgery and Special Accounts, as essen.
IO Books iii Canada, May.1975
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“Himself’ is a classic lost character in
toda$s middleclass fairy stories, like
“The Only Woman” the searcher long
ago oiissed out on. His wife, having
also had her little mincle, turns up
transformed from a frilly
society matron to a chic woman of affairs. providentially ready to take over the business. There is something so veryCam+
dian about all this, so very wistful and .
pngmatic and essentially conservative.
Mary Moon and her fucked-out fellow
daemon operate on goodwill and
goodies after all -not, heaven forbid,
on thosb .silly old thunderbolts_ that
might make a man risk everything and
so tbma.ten. even by implication, a so- .
cial order. And the author was right to
have it so. Had she arranged it otherwise. who would have believed her?
Soft, hard. and crunchy-nutcentres,
I was glad to see each in his appropriate
department .get his measure of grace.
though 1 was at the same time well
aware that they were collectively out
to destroy me - tooth, ligure. and
pancreas. Have one! 0
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M issionary
. pbsitiorjs
The Goddess and.Other Women,
by Joyce Carol O&s, Gage, 295
pages, $8.95 cloth.

By AVIVA LAYION
FORTHE EPIGRAPH
to her latest collection of short stories, Joyce Carol Oates
quotes John Donne: “Things natural to
the Species/are not always so for the
individuall.” What her book illustrates
is that “Things
natural1 to the
Species/are not .always so for the
female.“In eachone of these25stoties
we are presented with wives, mothers,
daughters who have been wrenched
from their hue nature by the forces of a
male-dominated society. Like the classic master-slave relationship,
the
male-female relationship is one of
mutual hostility and mutual dependence, a constant destructive jockeying.
for position that depletes and reduses ’
both.
Throughout the stories the man is
reduced to using his hands to enforce
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easily inside their bodies 11%~strange
his power - he punches women,
unidentified objects. Fmm childhood
scratches them, bums them - and
on they have, like Linda in “& Ansmost often he is described in terms of
wers.” been given “paper’dresses to fit
his hands. They .ah invariably hard,
over cardboard dolls” or like Betsy in
hairy. knotty, ugly; threatening. The
“Blindfold” are literally blindfolded
punishing hand of the perverted
by men and psychologically blindstranger, the subtly sinister hand of the
folded by their mothers who, tbmugh“loving” father-it
is essentially the
out the stqries. seem to bequeath to
same repressive .force. Like the
their daughters their own unhappy legMacedonian bronze of the naked girl on
acy of hypocrisy and passivity. There
the dust-jacket who is armless, like the
me those who try to escape their passivSiamese kitten in “Free” who is declawed (“Oh, it was bil’atious to see ’ ity - a l2-year-old who kills a
dominating friend and who waits to feel
that smooth little cream-coloured cat
shock; remorse, anything at all. She
paw desperately at the sofa and scyatch,
waits in vain h&ever: she is not real to
but nothing happened, over and over
hewIf and thus her acts, even the ultiagain its paws paddled and never
mate violent act of murder, cannot be
ctiogbt hold . .“I the woman is hclpreal either. Various other avenues of
less and incomplete.
escape are explored but they are all
Thus the girl (in “The Gil”) does
marked No Exit: the woman doctor is
note~srash~elf;shecanonlyexist~
patronized and manipulated by males;
The Girl. No matter that she has been
the potentially brilliant girl composer
severely brutalized by the bogus film
settles for a s’econd-rate teaching job
director, her “salvation” lies in the
and finds her fulfilment in a few
reassurance that she has been captured
throwaway lines writtep about her in
(imprisoned) on film - that is, in the
her former lover’s outobiogtiphy; the
camera-eye of the male. Or the imniwoman intellectual Seeks IZfUpe in a
tally titled “Free” where Lea takes on
super-rationalism and squeezes the
the protective colouring of the men she
emotional life out of herself and her
lives with and finally gives herself over
SO”.
to the “state presence of nothing.”
In “The Goddess,” the title story of
These we the women who see themthe collection and in my opinion the
selves at many removes. wholodge un-

AFRICA, TAKE dNE
by CaPlom klacbr

-

Wherein the Author. on B Modem
Film Safari. Unwoven a Continent
in Transition and the Ghostsof
Victorian Lady Explor&s.
’

S9.50

DENISON’S ICE ROAD .
by Ecmll IglaM@r
“. . .a revealing and riveting
book...” (Tint Moguuinr.
March I9751 almuropening an
Arclictruck nnue farther into the
wild Nord~ than other mendad.
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WE’D LIKE YOU TO MEET A REMARKABLE

CANADIAN.,

.

y;:

I
Compiled and Introdked
‘Brian Powell

by

,

\,

And Including Scores of
‘6 . . .

Canadato meis tbewikiernessand there’sno country in the world

that has tbat to ogler,tbe equal of Canada It’s tbe way of~ikhrness life,
jisbing, bunting, travehzg with a canoein thesummerand witb
cross-countryskis over rbesame portages in winter.Youran3 beat Canada
Herman Smith-Johannsen
on&t...”

]FEW MEN WHO REACH THEIR ONE
HUNDREDTH BIRTHDAY HAVE SO MUCH
TO LCDOKBACK UPON AND-IF
HIS FIRST
TO LOOK FORWARD

TO.
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best, the wife knows only too well the
weaknesses and the pretensions of a
husband whose “very soul itself’ resides in the taxation documents in the
stolen brief-case. She sees so clearly
what he cannot see, yet she knowingly
stibmits herself to him. What she comes
to understand --although we know she
won’t act overtly on this knowledge is the tme nature of her goddess-hood.
Sheisnor thepretty,pore, passivccreatore of the male’s creation. Rather she
is the K&like goddess whose image,
which she glimpses in a store window,
fills her with a “rush of quick angry
blood.” Her recognition of this de
stmctlve passion in herself leads her to
identify with the black porter whose
lifetime of suppressed rage and contempt she understands and shares fully.
Unlike the blacks, prostitutes. and
criminals she sees from her hotel window, though. she wears her protective
veneer of acquiescence, plays her role
of the Great White Goddess. while
mund her neck she weam - invisibly
- Kali’s necklace of skulls.
Strange that the book should end
with a man’s voice; but also sinister. In
the surrealistic “The Wheel” an
accident&_&gets
up fmm his hospital bed - is he already dead? - and
walks through the night streets there to
meet the woman into whose body he
literally dissolves. The story ends tiith
the sentence “I was born.” but in the
context of what has gone before the
words are deeply ironic. Man deeds
woman to give him life but once born
he bends his energies towards snuffing
out thesource of that life. It is the wheel
of destiny. Not a pretty thought. Not a
pretty story.
Most of these stories take place
against a parched, scratchy, unyielding
landscape. The prose is correspondingly sparse. There is a flatness of tone
that works best when its deliberate understatement is in dramatic contrast to
the chilling. sinister, often nightmarish
events that take place in the lives inner or outer - of the characters. In
stories like “In the Wazhode,”
“A
Premature Autobiography,” and “The
Goddess,’ ’ thii dramatic tension is presem. In many others this same flatness
of tone. combined with Ms. Oates’ frequent use of fragmented sentences
and fragmented sections, her weaving
back and forth in time, produces a
monotony of tone, a fuzziness, a sense
ofclaustmphobll. It is as if one is looking at images on a screen that have been
filmed by a jumpy restive hand-held
camera; the eye becomes tbcd. the
nerves frayed. 0
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man of the woods (who wants to shoot
kittens); a dispossessed Indiin chief;
and, of course, the narrator. omniscient and mysterious, but vaguely reminiscent of an ex-jock in a Waterloo
jacket. Calling themselves “The Fopolar Liberation Atmy.” they ramble
around in the woods, trip over one
another, and alternately freeze. starve,
and complain. Eventually, in what
tams out to be the novel’s highspot,
they kidnap a passing motorist and are
thereby burdened with Brother Sill.
“pastor of the First Church of the R*
surrected Living Christ.”
The exploits of such a crazy bunch
should be hilarious. Sadly, they are
not. The protagonists are mouthpieces
for far too familiar jargon and they
never come to life in a way that would
make us care about them. The muffed
kidnapping of a government official,
even the explanation of the band’s
goals. as the declaration of a’national
New Brunswick Day fall flat. At the
end, the .cast is left cursing and
clamoorlng over each other until spotted by a helicopter. Then silence. After
a private ordeal of his own, the narrator
regains consciousness in what we ate to
believe is an insane asylum.
The main problem with TheStruggle
Outside is a diffusion of satire. Is it the
girl Liz with her whining, self-centered .’
bitchiness who is the targel? Is it New
Brunswick as a symbol of Canadian
resfiveness? Is it Cavanaugh as an
example of effete, revolutionary academe or Moses as the strong-armed.
hairy representative of wayward youth?
The narrator exiled in his own delusions offers no answers. Neither does
Fraser who leaves us hangiqg in .
limbo. 0
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Outside, by Raymond
Ryqson, 138
pages, $7.95 doth.
.

Fraser,

w cGraw-H8l

By NANCY

NAGUpl

RAYMOND
FIUSERis known mainly for
a successfol collection of short stories
(The Black Horse Tavern) and for four
books of poetry. The Struggle Outside
is.his first meandering stab at a novel.
He has concocted six loosely drawn
characters, set them down inxhe New
Brunswick woods, and hoped they
would stumble over a plot. While all six
are busy bumping into one another’s
eccentricities, he would haveus believe
they are involved in some wild, harebrainedbut hopelessly funny scheme to
bring radical politics and revolution to
the slumbering province of New
Bmnswick.
The idea is fine. A.decade bf political
unrest, revolution, counter-revolution,
and kidnappings have certainly pmpare&the way for a satirical exposC of
the hearts and minds of the “activists.”
Unfortunately. Fraser’s homegrown
cast with their rather commonplace
bickering and ambitions hardly pmve
worthy of the match.
The plot - what there is of it unravels a long list of .unending
calamities and plans gone wrong. A
brief prologue introduces a shadowy
narrator who follows the actlon like a
TV sports commentator but who never
reveals ao identity or assumes a persona. At the outset he tells us that he
alone is left of all the conspirators. By a
neat wick of coincidence., The Struggle
@uside is the namator’s underground
manuscript. a nxord of emts leading
to his capture and subsequent incarceration.
The stoiy-line, already a little too
familiar, might be saved by an ootstanding set of chmcters. But Fraser
has reworked all the tired-out chm
ters of the contemwrarY DODand Canadian scene into a Gd’lciable, uninspired crew,. There’s Leblanc, the
feisty French Canadian with the broken
pidgin English; Liz, the raspy-voiced,
sliihtlv crazed female acconiplice;
C&an&gh, the sex-starved. sci&tistintellectual; Moses, the bearded dark

0

ne summer’s
p&et-

Lot’sWIfe, byMoniqueBosco,

trans-

lated by Jbhn Glassco, McClelland
land & Stewart, 160 ‘pages, $7.95

ClOth.
BY BRIAN VINTCENT
ASEVERYONE
KNOWS,
the French have
a passion for rationalizing and the
Jewb suffer acute feelings of guilt.
The offspring, therefore., of a French
father and a Jetiish mother is liable to
be a complex, restless soul, tossing
and turning in a cultural dilemma.
Of course, in such cul~uml oversimpleMay,1975. Books in Canada 13
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In the middle ages, the Czech saint
wencnlas vowed to return horn
death to save his people from foreign oppressors.
In 1939. Hitler’sarmiesinvaded the
country.
In 1945, the Russians moved in.
where ,“a*saint Wenceslas?

In his first novel, Jan Drabek traces
the fortunes of one family deserted
by their legendary protector. fist,
the Dubskys fleeCommunist rcpresaion In tbdr homeland only to become disillusioned in the “Americq
Dream”.Jan Dubsky, the son, fin&
a sort of freedom at last on Vancouver’ss!$d row. In the modem
world there are no hcmer nor saints
to defend them.
Black humour in a %ch~to-rags”
odyssey, this is an East European

em&r8story with a difference.
Casebound 58.95

Also availablein Czech translation
by ‘68 Publisbcrr.Toronto: A co
W&v?,

paperbound $3.95

fications there is the problem of Proust,
but who would carp at placing him hors
s&it?. a nce apkt? And anyway he
stayed at home while Monique Bosw
has ha heroine emigrate to MomreaL
Where her mise&s begin in eameit.
Lot’s Wife i&that very French .atticle,
the impassioned biography of a,soul in
which the subject wrangles with herself, accuses and absolves, confesses
and~generallylays bare her innermost
beingfbrthereader’s benefit.
.
And what a battered life she leads.
No woe or anguish passes her by.
While being persecutedby the nuns at
her convent school, a car’ accident
leaves her an orphan. She becomes a
wall-flower, a nervous adolescent
frightened of her own shadow. This
Ii6Pne iiifar from Belle. She grows up
lacking a “front” and such cruelty of
nature is compounded by a generous
behind. She finds much to criticize, like
the “‘blackcattle” of the religious orders who fill the front rows of the lettute halls’and block her view. She be
longs nowhere and finds her life a purgatory.
In desperation she marries the
homosexual son of a family that mquires a daughter-in-lawfor decoration
and att heir. He drags her to Paris where
he assaults ha sensibilities as well as
her person when he is not chasing after
alluring uniforms.
At 30, Ii%me extricatesherself from
this nadir of despair and agony by engaging in a long affair with a shadowy
married doctor. He insists on secrecy
and cemoullage. She submits entirely.
At last, she finds a certain fulfilmeniin
this precarious arrangement. Until her
world collapses again at 40 when her
mystery man withdraws from the

7,
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But it seems a pity that Glassco’s
tzreattalents as a translator couldn’t be
&excised on more gratifying material.
Them am so few first-class literary

transiat:atorsand so many excellent
French Canadian novels that remain
unavailabletoEnglishreadexs. Glassco
and R&jeanDttcharme, or Glassco and
Andn5L-angevin. Now, there would be
son-+htg.cl

’Jbccusdtives
andother
cdses
Outlaws, edited by filing Friis.
Baastad, Alive Press, l39 pages, $3
paper.
Whe&lmir Sonata, by Valerie
Kent, Coach House Press, 86 pages,
$3 paper.

By MICHAEL SMITH
the argument
togo, eventnaUy end up
so hidebound that they ttun into
tomolmw’s confonnista. The cuneot
outlaw genre, for instance, seems univ-

TODAY:S ANARC~~ISTS,so

always seems

ersally to require a feti funky photos of
the writers involved, biogs that sound
like high-school yearbooks, and intros.
IiaisOtl.
that read as if they were written by
So Helirtte embarks for Venice, . demagogues.
which she decides is an appmptlate setAccording to Erling Friis-Bw,
ting for her suicide. AU through the Ourlaws, which shares a lot of thii clutsummer she continues her sinuous ter, has something to do with getting.
self-inquisition - analyzing. justiiy- together some people who feel they’re
ing. Lot’s wife looks back over her life, writing “for their own souls.” To
but insiead of turning into a pillar of which I should add, from Jim Christy’s
salt, she turns her life iriio literature. opening tirade, thit “the idea is to live
This serves to flush the misery from her first, the recqding of it all should be
soul. It is hardly a surprise when &e secondary.”
,
decides to continue living.
Neither ace is a premise that many
writers would argue against, though
What saves all this from being selfsortie might object to anybody making
indulgent nonsense of the movietheir aims seem so banal. Writen as a.
magazine variety is Monique Bosco’s
bunch seem quite adept at selfsharp eye for vivid desqriptioh, cspecongratulation, and to further reduce
cislly when she &ales bribf, fully
realized word pictutes of places and iheir.worktothelivingand recording of
experience-howevertme-seems to
me to limit it to a kind of flashy reportage.
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One suspects a good deal of this is
owing to John Glassco’s translation,
which is a masterly work and gives the
novel considerable appeal. Readers of
his Memoirs 0fMontparrmsse will m
member with pleasurethepreeision and
arace of his Dmse. the lack of 6ab. the
Gleganceanriease bf his style. tip&y,
these qualities are very much in evidence in Lxx’s WiJe.
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This seems to be the problem in Marcel Home’s entries here. especially
“Hastings Jungle Vancouver,” a scene
from a skid-mad cafe that appears ultimately just the,kind of mood piece that
even turns up in sbaight newspapers
fmm time to time. And it’s a much
greater problem in Christy’s rambling, .
interminable hobo epic, ” ‘Bo.”
which might well have been a’good
(short) story bad he imposed a little
disciplinary style.
Of course,.no good outlaw wants me
hectoring him about discipline. Aside’
fmm Home. Christy (an American exp&ate) lists himself and two of the
other three writers - Baa&d (who
grew up in the United States) and Charlie Leeds (of Atlantic City, NJ.) -as
among the best (if not the most modest)
writers around. The one he leaves out is
the West Coast poet Pat Lane, by far the
best in the book.
By contrast, Valerie Kent’s stories
seem to lay a special importance .on
form. All are extremely impressionlstic, depending on compressed images
rather than conventional detail to establllh their effect. Often they blur the
distinction between prose and poetry,
and she’s able to play with form
through such visual tricks as opposing
columns, sideby-side, to juxtapose
two points of view:
GodGamn

OldMan...
Because of this, Kent’s stories usually appear fragmentary. and they lend
themselves best to such tortured characters as the girlfriend of a maimed young
tnan in the title story, “Wheelchair
Sonata.” or the high-school girl with
dangerously mund heels in “Polly
Wants a Cracker” - which is also
perhaps the best story in the book.
This is Kent’s first collection (her
work has appeared in Northern JOIN-

ney, Outser, The Canadian Fiction
Maga;ine and others). Occasidnally
her images seem pretentious and illframed (“Rising slowly like a beer

belly on a neerophile trumpet player he
lets himself down again. . .“); others
(“Pinwheel sun. in a grand jerL. rolls
over the dry earth”) ‘seem exactly
right. Cl

No;rthwest rites
of p&sage
_
from

Stories
Pacific & Arctie
Csnsd,a, selected
by Andress
Schroeder
and Rudy Wiebe,
MacmiUan, 284 pages, $12.50 cloth
and$Z.95Paper.
p

By CLIVE COCKING
rnts vo~tmta IS typical of a kind of
book that seems to be appearing with
dreary frequency these days: the CanLit
anthology. The CanLit anthology, in
my definition, is to Canadian’literature
what the Opportutiities for Youth pmgram is to the Canadian economy: an
irrelevant, ephemeral’ m&work pmject. It’s the bastard offspring of publ&hers eager to capiialize, quickly and
cheaply, on the current wave of
nationalism and of writer-anthologiars
of a pigeon-holing nature who are
desperate to keep their names before
the public. Quality, in other words, is
not the main criterion.
The anthologixets, writer-critic Andress Schroeder, who selected the
Pacific stories, and novelist Rudy
Wiebe, dho chose the Arctic stories,
justify thii basically uninspiring collection on the grounds that these stories
(most published here for the firsttime)
speak to us of the West Coast experince
and the Arctic experience. If obsession
with the physical landscape is part of
those experiences; then there is some
truth to this, since in most of these
stories there is an irritating tendency
toward overblown description of the
environment at the expense of sharp,
memorable characterization.
But, in fact, this stated concept of the
book is spurious. Half the Pacific
stories (significantly, there are 19 compared to only seven Arctic stories)
could have been written anywhere by
anyone and there’s still a very h&urn
conventional adventure story quality to
the Arctic section: it’s characteristic
that Jack London is resurrected’here.
The point is that it’s simply too soon, in
terms of quantity and quality of wrlting, to begin talking about (let alone
defining) expressions of the West Coast
experience’or the Arctic experience in
Canadian literature.
The bulk of these stories are simply
not good enough to merit being preserved in anthology form. For example,
Jane Rule’s interior monologue, “lf

For cwr thirty-seven years 5xpcaitlcn Press published bock
manusortpta equal to trade,
ata”dards I” a” a-rage Of
lhree mcnlhs-a
third the
usual time. Our sgeclal imEaposlticn-Univcntty
Prl”b3.
(scholarly), Banner (trade).
Lcchtnvar ‘(Americana). Tastb
ment (religious), are resewed
for deserving worka In their
separata flelda.. We offer a
complete publlshlng servtcs Includlng editcrial supewision.
a dyriamlc advertising, tiarketlng and pmmotlcnsl prog&n and trade dlslributtcn.
lnqulries ara Invltsd: editcrlal
reports furnlshed without obltIjat1on.
FREE: Two lact-lilled bmchums ccntalntng a detalled
descriptlcn of cur publlshlng
plan and presenting a breakdown cl ccntracl tamw and
typIcal CCS18.
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its over-stateliness, despite the se&
There Is No Gate.” is simply agloomy,
pointless piece of fle Rudy Wiebe’s
religiousflatulencethatfell heavily into
“The Naming of Albert Johnson” fails
the middle of tbe poem like an undo
to work because of its jarring timesbd intermission.(“O my barbarians/
shifts Paul St. Pierre’s three pieces,
we will consume our mysteries”).
“A Depressing View from Cardiac
“Cosmic cuisine,” was it? Radical
Climb,” “Cbiif Bill Scow,” anti
juxtaposition held me in thrill; if Ms.
“Insatiate” remains a favmuite word,
“Harry Boyle’s Volkswagen” are noMacBwen wanted m reacquaint the
There
are a lot of k&singsand chewings
tldng more than amusing vignettes; and
transcendental with the domestic, I,
and tastings and feastings in die new
(whv is he here?) Malcolm Low&
like Dickens’ Batlds, was willing. She
poems as we.11
as in the older ones.
‘%e Bravest Boat” remains a da&c * had written. in the introduction to
Cqmmensumte with the insatiable is
study in ovenvriting.
Br~stfor
Barbariaw
the potential richness of the idea of esBut having said that, there is ne+er~cape. Astronauts qn?flyers who, where
I’m bariclllly
concerned
withthescnreof
theless some resl talent presented (notapppctite. even though it be wisfied with
they,are,
ably Beverley Mhchell, Anne Marriott,
suchdiverrs6raawcrirking%dner&
Go@doesmnneedrobe.
sperm whales, utmnauts. escape anins 01
Audrey Thomas, Jack Hadgins, J.
.
fruits from algebraic gadem.
Miihael Yates, Andreas Schroeder and
E.G. Perrault) and what’s most reAiid:
pouries
freshing is the willingness of many of
them to break with tbe conventional
God and the world ard always being
and to experiment with new styles.
rent and escaped %hmugh. The conTbe&‘is thus some faschation here
sciousness slips through. lattices of
with the bimrre, tbe insane, and the
bone or webbings of restraining
surreal, exemplified most imaginaUrizcaic mind and streams into space.
The “intake” did it. I became a fan.
tively and skilfully in Yates’ “The
Though of course since both the cosMs. MacEwen had wedged herself as a
Sinking of the Northwest Passage,”
mos and the mind sx “positive zeros”
living metaphor energetically between
Schroeder’s “The Ro1le.rRink,” and
in need of "puncture," one equals the
the body and the city, the brain and the
Permult’s “The Cure.”
other and an exotic flight into space
body, macm and micro.
What this book really re.veaJsis how
becomca really just another intake,
Now. nine years and three books of
desperately we need magazine outlets
another absorption, another breakfast.
poetry later(and some novels). we have
in Canada for the fiction of developing
Thus since everything in Ms.
the retrospective Magic. Animals.
writers. If there were such oudets (and
MacEwen’s
poetry draws toward beSekctedPomts Oldand New. It is now
the Canada Council could play a role
coming everything else, things ultithatthe scan takesplace. that the imhere.),then the CanLit anthology would
mately’need neither to be eaten nor esages are run through and logged for
have no excuse for being’other than
caped from. Now the presence of mere
frequency and consistency. now that
what it should be: a discriminatingpubthe new poems are held up to the light ‘magic. inherent in everything (espelication offering selections of the discially animals) is enough. MacEwen
‘of the old ones and evaluation roughed
tinctive and the best in Canadian writhas written herself into an enormous
out.
ing. 0
all-enveloping Pan-urge: “1 need to
Gwendolyn MacEwen has a brain as
hear an anthem played with hooves and
big as a circus tent and little sharp teeth
horns.” In the new poems, things have
boned upon a number of demanding
patched themselves up again; the cenm
devourings. Her brain mythologizes
the mythologizers; Armies Of the - now holds both the ordinary and the
extraordinary together at one time-in a
Moon. 1972, came after Mailer’s Of a
sort of tenderized poetical middle age:
Fir& on the Mom, and continlied in
poetry what Mailer had begun in prose
Tbegorilla pick up his rubber rlre
Magic Animals: Selected Poems
- to punch up the idea of the moonandholds
ir like an old black halo M bir
Old and New, by Gwendolyn Mae
bead
o
walkers as outposts oftbe bnaginatipn.
Ewan, Macmillan, 154 pages, $9.95
And her devourings ixmtinued, intake . When it isn’r working, the later lancloth and $5.95 paper.
after intalie; from an early free play of
guage falls prey to a Simon and Garthe
womb
over
the
particularized
funkel (“At the Zoo”) sweet.whimsy.
By GARY MICHAEL DAULT
world.
When it_does work, as it does most of
the time, the new poetry is as absorbing
OF al.
niE
BOOKS of poet& loosed
as the old:
upon the world during the last 15years,
I alwaysfelt Gwendolyn MacEwen’sA
Brea&kst for Barbarians
(Ryerson,
1966). despite its fissures and soft
spots, mbe one of the mostsadsfyiag. I
.
shall no doubt always regard its title
poem with what is more or less the
same happiness with which I encounto recent pmblematics about the abtered it then:
sorbing sympathetic magic of the intakable animal:
by Godrbm
was .-meal

Chewing the
lips of

l&n

By God. what a genius she had when
she wrote that. The poem lived despite
16 Books
in Canada,May,1975 ’
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Woodcock:from
open house to
oF3enseaon
Poeis and Critfcs: Essays &om
Canadian Literalwe 196674, edited
by George Woodcock, Oxford University Press, 2$43 pages, $4.25
PaPW.
Colony and Confederation: &rIy
Canrdian Poets and tbeir ‘Backgmund, edited by George Woodcock, UniversityofBritisb Cahmbla
Press, 218 pages, $6.50 paper.
By LINDA SANDLER
ONEOF THE BtoaE int.Y&ng intellectual phenomena is the dogmatic anarchist who ends by being trapped in his
own dogmas. George Woodcock, since.
the founding of Canadian Literature in
1959, has made his magazine an open
forum of critical discussion. He has
housed orthodox critics and refugees
from critical orthodbxies. The value of
such openness for a burgeoning national literature is immeasurable. and
its effect has been to keep the writer’s
options open, while offering some direction. But Canadian Lityature no
longer commands the respect it once
did: pmsairexpositions of established
writers abound, dialogue and debate
have congealed into quasi-critical denigration and rebuttal; young poets are
all too predictably ranked according to
pastoral. symbolic or experimental divisions, and Woodcock, professed
anarchist and eclectic, is not averse t6
making ex cathcdra pmnourjcements
about regionalism..thematic criticism,
and the like. One theory is that the
magazine has grown arrogant over
time. and has forgotten its first goal:
excellence through freedom. I think
though that all the glory and the shame
of Cartadion Literature is inherent in
the intellectual position of the editor,
and two recent anthologiesof criticism,
edited by Woodcock, confirm this.sup

position.
In his introduction to Poets and Critics. Woodcock points out that when
cultures flower, poets, becausethey are
working “intensely on both the intellectual and the intuitive levels,” are
incisive critics. Woodcock has a8sembled I7 essays by poet-critics on I8
major poets;.one expects a lot from a

.
book like this, and some of the e&s
are superb. Frank Davey cuts dwough
brambles of metacritical controvemy to
uncoverE. J. Pratt. the “somewhat uncritical spokesman for the values of
industrial man”; Milton Wilson takes
an alarmingly close look at the semantiC consequences of Earle Bimey’s
verse cosmetics; Woodcock explores
the magnificent pat&x we dall Irving
Layton -in
terms of an ideal balance
between critical and creative impulses.
The premise of Poets and Crirics is
that pmctising poets are illuminating
critics. Why then are there so many
uninspired theme-hunters and expositors? Why not Robin Skelton’s
close study of Dorothy Livesay, rather
than Peter Stevens’ uncritical (and
badly written) exegesis of her notion of
love? Why not Ralph Gust&on on the
New Wave poets?‘Why pass off Gloria
Onley’s intelligent but oveq~~veringly
academicessayon Margaret Atwood as
poetic illumination, when Al Purdy has
written a revealing review of T11eJowI&
of Strsanncr Moodie? Why not
even, since the editor has chosen a re-.
spected scholarly press for his book,
venNre outside the gardenof Canadian
Literamre into the critical wilds?

Editors anticipate questions. God’
gave them the editorial introduction so
they might justify their principle of
selection. Woodcock has not anticipated these questions, but he has anticipated others. The predecessor of
Poets and Critics was called A Choice

of Critics (1966).

But really, the eclectic hates to choose.
This book features some major

poets. Wocdcock won’t say they are
the major poets - that “would have
been s manifestation of critical author-

Thi anarchist sits unhappily in
his editorial role, knowing that
to choose is an authorilutive,
even authorita&n, act.
ity which I have no de&e to eerpehate.” The anarchist sits unhappdy in
his editorial mle, knowing that to
choose ‘is an authoritative, even authoritarian, act.
Colony and Cot@deration is the
latest literary history in the “Canadian
Literature Series.” Or rather, it w.ould
be a his.tory if the editor had been less
embarrassed about imposing shape on
honest chaos. And Roy Daniells’
apologetic introduction suggests that
the I5 essays somehow materiali=d
and arranged themselves by accident

(even the five commiss:oned ones?).
As you might expect in the “singularly
unstructured”
world of Canadian
poehy, they don’t represent anything
like “a natural ideological
or
chronological sequence.” Daniells is
sorry to offer you essays on poets like
Lampman, Carman and Service. but
the poets, he says, are only the “ostensible subject matter” of the book. The
book is really about colonialism - a
subject of continuing relevance.
None of the essays is BSbad as the
inkoducti&. The “Canadian Literature Series:’ is a valuable one, and the
ideal value of Woodcock’s “eclectic
detachment” is its emphasis on exploration rather than orthodoxy of method.
Norman Newton produces radio
dramas, and his comments on the public writer in a conservative, commercial
society come from active involvement
with Heavysege’s “Victorian Synthetic’: style; Woodcock% sociology of
verse forms has a special relevance because he has participated in.a pioneer
culture. Of the writers on individual
poets, Gary Geddes excels because he
has engaged with$.C. Scott’s poetry,
rather than hung opmions on a conventional frame.
The ‘trouble with eclecticism, when
the believer’s energy slackens, is that
anything goes. Why not? Diversity is
truth. Sd we have various dull, systematic applications of entirely orthodox theses to available verse msterial. Daniells has suggested. that “the .
capacity of out Victorian and Edwardian poets to express ultimate uuths . . .
should perhaps be viewed, if oidy
momentarily, against a general background of Canadian writing.” How
daring. W. J. Keith, knownforhisrural
interests. presents a Maritime Tennyson (Charles G.D. Robcrts); John
May. 1975. Booksin Canada 17
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RobcnSorfleet prcsqntsan Emersonian
cannan; Barri. Davies presents an
Ememonian Lampman.
The fundamental goals of Canadian
Literature have been “the development of a critical attitude among Canadian writers, and the fostering of a tmdition of criticism as one of the attributes
of a maturing literature.” Ideally, the
critic has a vital and conswctive.function, but Woodcock’s open house has
welcomed as many parasites as builders; that’s the price the patron pays
when his principles of eclecticism, excellence and preference are at war.
When he functions as patron saint and
foster father of Canadian criticism,
Woodcock (to paraphrasehis verdict on
Layton) forgets the critical faculty thaf
should balance “the irrational forces of
the [fathering] impulse.” 0

I
Look what
. the+ve $6~
to my See,‘&

The Niagara Escarpment
Fmm Tobermofyto Niagara Falls
WilliamH. Gtllardand
ThomasR. Tooke
This celebrationbf one of Canada’s
nahlralwondersprovidesan informal
htsloryandtour.olihe backboneof
Ontaft. town by town. and regionby
region.fromearliestIimestothe present day. The diversitycl Iha areais
revealed in a happy blend of photo.
graphs. anecdotes. geograpljy. history.and local wlcw.
Cloth S12.50/paperSS.g5
’

The Gates of Hell: The Struggle
for the Catholic Church, by Anne

Roche, McClelland B Stewart, 224
pages, $4.95 paper.

Dictionary of
Canadian Biography

By J. A. S. EVANS

VolumeIll 1741-1770

MEREPROTESTANTS
like myself do not
frequently find their way inside Roman
Catholicchurches. unless it is toadmire
the stained glassor the pipe organ. and
the ruwof-the-mill Catholic church in
Canada has not much of that son of
thing 10admbtz. Still, I found myself at
a Catholic wedding ceremony not long
ago. and came away shaken. Not only
was the liturgy in English, which I accepted, though without enthusiasm, but
the English was of the sort that might,
have b&n produced by a fresh young
graduate in journalism who was rewriting the Angl,ican Book ofCommon
Prayer’: Several of my Catholic friends
remarked that it was all very beautiful.
1 listened in disbelief and silent disagreement.
’ Now, here we’have Anne Roche. a
conserv&e Catholic. ex-nun, and, I
am sorry to add. a reacdonary lady.
who insists that the English liturgy is
not beautiful. I am glad to hear it: But
she insists on a great deal else besides,
that 1 read with lessjoy. Ms. Roche is a
Catholic of a rype I never encountered

Francess0. Halpenny.general editor
Fmm the biographiesof550 pwple
who died behveen 1741 er!d 1770
emerges a fascinatingaccount of development in Ouebec and the Atlantic

prarinces.andofexploralionintothe
conttnental
interior.La VUendrye.
MadeleineJanet de Verch&es. and
GeneralsWolfeand Momcalmare
among the vlgorooscompanyOfmen
andaomenwholivadandshapedour
hfftofyinihis period.Two intmductory
essaysand manyofthe Evesre.
corded here retlectIbe repeeted werfare thatculminatedin the Seven
Yeah War and the confmntatlonof
the Englishand French forces.The
OCS is alsoavailable in a limiteddeluxeedition.beautifullyillustratedend
bound in momcco and buckram.
Cloth~.OO/Laurentian EdItionSSO.00
prices are those suggesled at lime of
publication

University of
Toronto Press
15 Socks

before Vatican IL When Pope Paul agrccs witliher, she is totally behind him.
She supports Humwac Vime, which
rejected artificial birth contml. In fact,
she sounds like a cheer leader demanding blind support for her team on this
point. “The question [about the
Church’s teaching on birth control] for
the non-theologian is not whether the
Pope uses nsiuml’law arguments co*rectly, or rides roughshodover collegiality. The question is whether one is
going to line up behind the Pope and
2,000 yams of Christian tradition, cn
behind the ‘Cream of Antigonish.’ As
fm as conservative Catholics are concerned, there is no contest.”
Yet. when it comesto the question of
rhe liturgy - when Pope Paul’s lead-.
ership appears uncertain and weak Ms. Roche is ready to act without him.
If the hierarchywill not l&d the laity in
Ihe correct direction, then the laity will
lead the hierarchy. Ms. Roche seemsto
have no doubt that the vasf majority of
the .laity is conservative. like herself.
and longs only’ for a retuti of the old
liturgical forms, and the old authoritarlanism. Her tinal chapter is an
insrruction pamphlet for the gu&illa
Catholic. It informs fhe presumably
eager l&an
(or laywoman) how to
challenge ptiests.who appear fo be falling too much under tbe influence of
such liberal theologians as Gregory
Baum of Toronto or Hans Kung of
Germany, to say nothing of the suspect
Dutch hierarchy. If the Pope will not
silence these theologians, then Ms.
Roche and her friends will: All the
energies which, in my youth, Catholic
women’s leagues used to apply to forting improper books off library shelves
and book stcnds will be channeled in a
new di&don - against the liberal
.
enemy.
Yet, 1. as a mere Protestantand not a
good one at fhaf, read Ms. Rocbe’s
Gores of Helltiith a senseof sormw. I
can well remember the Catholics I
knew in the days before Pope John
XXIII’s short tenure of office. When
questions of theology came up, they
used to tell me smartly thatlhey did not
think religion was ademocratic matter,
and with that, the doors of their minds
slammed shut with an aimost audible
snap. I have wondered how: those
Catholics felt when they found theology being discussed, in what seemedto
be a very democratic fashion, in Ihe
Vatican council summoped by Pope
John. Vatican II changed nothing substantial in Catholic dogma; Ms. Roche
emp1asize.sthat again and again. But
itchanged thestyleofCatholicism:Ms.
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Roche’s book makes sad reading, evbe
when she is being querulous and snappish and bigoted, for she ,is ii devout
Catholic who loved the old authoritarian Church, and whose mind
would have remained happily closed,
had not Vatican II and its aftermath
swept away ha old landmarks. She
wites without a sense of history. The
Church she wants to restore is simply
the Church of her childhood. One finds
oneself occasionally agreeing with her,
but not for long. The future of the
Remap Catholic Church, as with. all
churches, I am convinced, lies with
moderate. open-minded persons, not
with the far-out radicals or with the
reactionary ecclesiastical guerillas
whom Ms. Roche endeavours to in-

discourage, dismember, and annihilate
whenever it shows signs of breathing.
Janice Dineen is a Toronto Star
reporter who happened to be omnipresent when a group of residents of the
Don Vale area of Toronto, calling
themselves DACHI, managed to succeed in purchasing 36 houses in orderto
retain a population mix in an area that
had suddenly gone berserk for stone
dogs, stained-glass windows, sandblasted brick, and other signs of neoRosedale upward mobility.
With lucid calm, Dineen unfolds the
contempixary version of the vigilantes
against the sheep fanners. Anyone who
has ever n-led to close a street, open a
day&
centre, step on a crack and
break a developer’s back, or whatever,
knows how it goes: night raids by petiSkWt.
And indeed. has the Catholic Church
tion, cold cot% in the City Hall
really lost its will, or the power to cedcafeteria. and setbacks that come in the
sot controversial theology when’it sees
mail on government letterhead; a bliztit? While I was reading the Gates of
zard of trivia, zoning regulations, inHell I noticed ao Associated Press distrigue, and hallucinations.
In addition to the traditional political
patch tucked into the back page of the
harassment, bureaucratic muddle, and
Vancouver Sun. Pat&r Kung, 46, pmfessor at Tubingen University and a
the sweet incompetence of the good
theologianwhosevery supportofadocguys, DACHI was beleaguered by
trine is. in Ms. Roche’s view, enough
some df itj own neighbows who openly
to damn it, had been barred. from
confesbed what they were about,‘which
was the preservation of the community
futther publication “because of his
from a tacky element. “What’s wrong
controversial concepts questioning the
with being middle class?” one of them
infallibility of the Church and the
&ked publicly; he said he wanted a
Pope.” Chalk one up for Ms. Roche’s
neighbourhood full of “people like us
side. But I doubt if Catholicism really
has any cause to rejoice. The lintel
-friends.”
block of the gates of Hell is called ’
Dineen leaves the spaces between
“Censorship.“O
the lines litracd with her low opinion of
snpbs;knaves, and Margaret Scrivener
(parliamentary assistant to Ontariq’s
housing minister) and her strong hunch
that some of the opposition came from
those who wanted to buy the houses
themselves for resale at staggering
profits. She sticks to fads, documents
where she can, and shafts DACHI’s
enemies, both internal and external, as
The Trouble with Co-ops, by
neatly as an entomologist having a fine
Janice Dineen, Green Tree, 159
pages, 8.95 paper.
day.
The Trouble with Co-Ops is history
By JUNE CALLWOOD
caught at the full, dishevelled gallop.
It’s great theatre. It’s also a handbook
‘*THET~~OUBLE
with co-0~s.” observes
for all grassroots movements: one of
Toronto city planner Joe Berridge, “is
the gang finally made it. All it took
that everyone has, to woperate.” He
was a little co-operation - and heartdoes not mean, in thii case, living in a
blood.0
co-op; that’s another book that would
be equally illustrative of the human
genius for not cc-operating. Benidge is
referring instead to organizing ~0-0~
housing for low-income people, a type
of housing arrangemeni that three
levels of government have declared to
be their heart’s desimand three levels
of government unfailingly manage to
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Her Own Womaa,

by Myma Kostash, Melinda M~Xracken, Valerie
Miner, Rma Paris, aad Heather
Robertson, Macmillan, illustrated,
224 pager, $11.95 cloth;
By SANDRA MARTIN
l-tuDtTt0NA‘t.Y

freelance

writersare

a

clowmouthed lot. They work in isolation, evolving story ideas that will dab

ale editors and creating copy that is,
depending on the writerand the market,
more dynamic, perceptive, flashy, or
authoritativethan any one else’s work.
Competition is the name of the game.
Yet it’s International Women’s Year
.and five prominent women journalists
have collaborated on a femchrift
comprising 10 articlesprofiling women
who are “energetic, expressive . . . independent and self-detetntining persons.* The choices -eachcontribut&
.had two - probably tweal as much
about the writers as they do about the
subjects.
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There is something for every taste.
Each of tbe geographical regions is represented, although none so heavily as
Ontario, nhturally. and the subjects run
the gamut from student to homemaker,
labbur organizer to polit$ian, writer to
athlete, singer to artist. andradio jour-

nalist to documentary film producer.
There is about the articles a timeliness,
but not necessarily a timelessness. In
short, Her Own Woman seems mark a
magazine -perhaps a s&al issue on
’ women -than a book.
Predictably, Heather, ‘Robertson’s
subjects aw Judy La Mamh and Barbara
Frum. Both are aggressive, dynamic
women with highly developed political
consciousnesses, able to command
large numbers of loyal fans. Curiously,
each comes from Niagara Falls, not
known as the foot of the talented and
successful. La Marsh emerges as a
tough-minded, strongly principled
fighter who camouflages her vtthterability behind the screen of her physical
and mental girth. The fast-pacedarticle
is perceptive and well res&rc.hed and
very much in keeping with Robertson’s

HapPens

on .it in icing”?) Yet, ultimately, her
work is inclined towards flab and scntimeotality, particularly when she
writes about her mother.

Robertson’s profile of Barbara
Frum, star of CBC-Radio’s 4s II

McCracken’s “mom” is the ;nbdem
madonna who. “whomps up” blue

BIRTH
CatherineMillinrire
paperPS6.95
TRUE TO YOU IN MY
FASHION
Adrienne Clarkson
55.95

LACECHElTO Deanna White S, Maxine
Nunes 48: 9Vpaper Pb4.95
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09.9Vpaper
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JUDY GARLAND
Anne Edwards
wt.50
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is annoyingly inconclusive.

cabinet ministers to jump to the ring of
her telephone call, and ifidustrialists to
tow the line and clean up their plants.
We still don’t know how Frum scaled
the pinnacle of her profession or what
transformed her from Irrich, “happy as
a clam” motherintotheaward-winning
dynamo who is heralded, rightly, as the
best radio interviewex in the country.
This hastily writtenpiece is not Robertson at her best.
Next there is an abrupt change of
pace into the long rhythmic sentettces
of Melinda McCracken and her homespun selections: her mother, and attist Eleanor Warkov. McCracken has a
sharp eye for nostalgia that pricks emotional responses. (Didn’t every girl

COMPLETEROOK OF
BREASTCARE
Dr. R. Rothenber#
110.00

RAPE:FIRSTSOURCEBOOK
FOR WOMEN
Wilson &Come//
paperPS4.50
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power of someone like Frum, who lii
ct’allyhas the ear of thousands of Canadians every evening and who can cause
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Robertson never really plumbs the
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Boston Women’sHealth
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.010.001paperPS3.50
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berry pies and “who never asked anything of you while you asked the world
of her.” This piece is characterized by
such noa sequitursas “Life is longer
and slower than we sometimes realize”’
and “Far from being a non:person, my
mother is a wonderful pergon.”
Esther Warkov who chain-watches
TV soap operas while she works on her
enormous canvases in a garage behind
her Winnipeg home, fares better from

. . . con cause cabinet
minislers to jump to the ring of
her telephone caU, and industrialists to tow the fine and clean
up theifphmts.
.
Frum

McCracken’s
mawkish pen. She
emerges in full dimension, acerbic, isolated, highly opinionated and zealously committed to her work.
If any writer can claim a vocational
misond’&?, surelyit must he Myrna
Kostash. Occasionally her need to
proselytize about feminism overwhelms the reader, but there is about
her writing a precision, a logic, that

...i

..__.

quietly convinces. “Kathleen: Amazon
Daughter” is a stark cornpar&: perhaps microscopic analysis would be
more accurate -of Kostash and Kathleen, eight years apart in age yet sharing the same ideology. In contist to
Kathleen, Kostash’s feminism seems
complacent, conventional, and chary.
“Where I and my friends drove ourselves with self-contempt, Kathleen
was sure she was’something special.
And where we out of all that put together Women’s Liberation, she has
inherited it.”
Kostash aches with sympathy for her
second subject, feminist Song writer
and singer Rita MacNeil. A fat blowsy
woman full of emotional tension, but
not enough resolve, MacJ%& desperately wants to escape the confines of
husband, home, and children. But
these chains are @I security and although her songs have “bridged the
chasm between the rhetoric and sensation of Sisterhood,” MacNeil, like
most of us, is trapped on the other side.
Abby Hoffman and Margaret Atwood are natural role models to most
women. One a runner, the other a writer and poet, each is ehtsive, confident
of her talents, jealous of her persona,
and ultimately indefinable. is it this.

..- -:.

_

elusiveness that makes them such taataliaing subjects for magazine articles?
Valerie Miner has patiently stalked her
pny. mindful always to keep a respectful distance, but she too has failed to
bag her catch. Miner has worked diligently and well;particularly with Abby
Hoffman; her admiration for Margamt
Atwood tends to obscure her vision at
times.
The final selections, by Ema Paris,
concern older women who have
achieved self-definition without the
prodding or aid of a movement.
Madeleine Parent, a Qtibecoise labour
organizer for some 35 years was an
active opponent of Premier Maurice
Duplessis and a leader of such famous
strikes as the one by the Valleyfield
textile workers in 1946. &rdetennination and singleness of purpose is
diametrically opposed to the spontaneous wanderings of Barbara Greene.
film-maker,
radio producer,
and
traveler. Because these women are older, they have mom experiences to share
and their dimensions are fuller and
more satisfying. This is most true of
Greene, who is vulnerable, fallible, but
always resilient.
All these women are worth knowing,
even if only vicariously through inter-
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and slightly vacant expression for her
photographer; at 40, her full figure is
amplified and t!angerously top-heavy,
the firm young chin multiplied. At 50,
she looks like a kindly, old-fashioned
grandmother. with neat striped blouse,
and homely face. so much for appear. ante.
Persons.
0
The grandmother Betsy (by then
known as Cassie’L. Chadwick) was
photographed in a cell in Ohio State
@dV@flS
Penitentiary. A collection of press clip
pings published in 1905 is grandly titled “The History and Doings of the
Betsy
Famous Lassie L. Chadwick the SoCalled ‘Queen of Finabce’ Showing
TheIncredibleMra. Chadwick, by
&xv
She Fleeced the Bankers .+s Told
JobnS. Crosble,McGraw-Hi Ryer.
By
the
Press During the Period of Her
se”, 240 pages, $I.% cloth.
,
Exposure, Negotiation, Arrest and Imprisonment in Jail.” The puerile and
By MAR+RET HOGAN
simplistic motivations author John
You WON’TRNDtiny Eastwood, Ont.
Cmsbie provides for Betsy in his fee-where Betsy BiRlevwas born -in
ble’ fkst chapters are contained in
the atlas, but-she< ittried in nearby
slightly off-coloor ilights of fancy offered wjthout documentation - but
Woodstock under a big granite marker,
in general he has written a lively, if
uptight in its respectabilityand bearing
superficial, account of this female
a minimal inscription. “Elizabeih Bigrake%progress.
ley, wife of L. S. Chkdwick, M.D.,
Betsy first saw the inside of a cell in
1857-1907.” it says, chastely. At 30,
London, Ont.. after a shopping spree.
Betsy wore a plain dark dress with
financed with rubber cheques. She was
quiet frills at wrists and throat, pulled13. The funds to open her too-meagre
back, centre-parted hair, and a benign
views. But there am plenty more out
there who deserve the same thwghtfol
treatment. Why can’t Her Own
Woman be turned into a soft-covered,
large-f&mat publication, with lots bf
photographs. It could appuv once or
twice a year under the title Their Otin

H
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London bank account had been pm
vided by a love-sick farmer she’d
bilked of $SO’.in exchange for her
favours. Her future was to include
stints as a prostitute - in London,
under the nommc de’guerre of Emily
Heathcliff - and a madame - in
Cleveland. as Cass& L. Hoover. The
Hoover was after a Cleveland womti
with whom Betsy stayed during the
birth of her son Emil, a product of a
briefliaison withafarmernamedScott.
He was another easy mark who she
sweet-talked into signing away his
pmperty on the occasion of their marriage; it Wasmartinge number two for
Betsy, who used up stupid men at a
greedy rate.
Betsy’s third mar&g, was her best
and final coup. She seduced a silly
Cleveland doctor, heir to an oil fortune
and ill at ease with his society neighhours on fashionable Euclid Avenue.
and hooked him with a confidential
admission that she was the-illegitimate
daughter of Andrew Camfzgie. Leroy
Chadwick swallowed the bait, turned
over his assets-he owned property all
over the city - to hei. and stood aside
in wonti at his new wife’s social daring and their increasingly splendid Ii&
style. Betsy went through Leroy’s for-

Durable, colourful Starline paperbacks provide the best and least expensive’ reading lfor children
and young people. Ask for Starline paperbacks at your local book store.
IN MY RACK YARD by John Dewier
A young boy is overjoyedwhen he finds a

new friend-a frog. Unfortu-

nately, hir family is not nearly so pleased1 Children will be delighted with
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tune quickly, and amassedanother on paper - by forging Carnegie’s signature on promissory notes (using the
illegitimate daughter story) and kiting
chequesfrom Bostonto New York. She
gulled her bankers with helpless looks .
and t;t&d-tZte dinners and managedto
get away with millions. Carnegie himself attended her trial in March, 1905,
and sat attentively and with a certain _
amusementthrough the proceedings.
Always, in the last years, she’d lived
in style. Her cell was comfortably furnished with .her Favourite chaise
longue, Windsor rockers Foi the guests
(the warden charged an exorbitant 25
centsa visit), a Turkish rug, and a Paisley shawl-this drapeddiscreetly over
the toilet bowl. Sick, she arranged for
that chaste and expensive gravestone
and for her own Funeral,and the minis-,
ter who took the service (it developed
into a circus) followed her catalogued
“last wishes” to the extent ofreadinga

he
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eloquent,

angry
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effects and real teachings of Vatican II.
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Betsy-written oration. “In my Father’s
house.” he added. “there are many
mansions.” Small-town girl makes
good, a hack subtitler might have
dubbedthat book ofpress clippings. 0
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By BARBARA NOVAK
rx-rr TtzAvaLooo”, part Women’s
Studies, Africa Take One is a collection
of vignettes and impressions gathered
by the author while on a documentary
film expedition with her husband. Subtitled “Wherein the Author, on a Modern Film Safari. Uncovers a Continent
in Transition and the Ghosts of Victorian Lady Travellers,” it takes into
account both the traditional and the
modem characteristicsOFfive African
nations (Ethiopia, .Tansania, Botswana, the Ivory Coast, and Liberia).
The author, Carlotta Hacker, might
have been wiser to have exorcisedsome
of these ghosts and concentrated“tore
upon her own impressions of Africa.
To compareher experiences with those
of seven “Victorian Lady Travellers”
is a bit like comparing one’s impressions of Canada with those of Susanna
Moodie. To be sure, the old and the
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new co-exist In Africa as in no other
continent. This, however, is made
quite clear by Hacker’s own experiences. Frequent comments such as
“Good Lord! I know &is village. I was
hem with Mary Kings!ey eighty years
ago!” and “As soon as they started to
Inner ‘Views: Ten Canadian
eat. I knew I had been hem before.
Film-makers, by John Hofsess,
With Helen Pease,” prove to be un- _ McGraw-Hiii Eyersott, 171 pages,
necessary, and rather silly.
$8.95 cloth.
Like her second book, The Indcmit-

attitude he adopts at timbs. But the challenge can also be found within the
many contradictions that make up the
book.
The main text consists of lona conversationswith 10seiected film-t&m“conversations” I now call them, because we hear as much from Hofsess as
we do from the film-makers. The

able Lady Doctors, Africa Take One is,
at least in part, a study of womm’s

A conversation wifb the low-budget,
West Coast film-maker Jack Darcus is
followed by one with ;Graeme Ferguson, of Imax and Cinesphem fame.
Thus Datcus’ talk of his very personal
cinema is followed by Ferguson’s escite-t with the (to my mind, empty)
technological potentialities of the

achievements. Both books were published in 1974, in time to usher in International Women’s Year. The tribute
paid to these seven adventurous
women, howem is strangely sprinkled withrathernaive statementsthatare
inconsistent with the nature of the subject matter. For example. when describing Maty Kingsley, who toured
West Africa in the late 19th century
seeking “Fish and Fetish,” Hacker
quotes a.male acquaintance of Kingsley: “Sir George Goldie said that she
had the brain ofa mm and th.! heart of
LIwoman” (my italics). A Victorian
gentleman might be forgiven such an
evaluation. but Hacker’s commentary
upon his statement might cause some
eyebrows to be mised: “A fair assessment, even by today’s conventions, for
Mary was no simpering Miss.”
If the Victorian women explorers do
not succeed in providing a meaningful
structure for the author’s purposes of
comparison, they certainty emerge a5
colourfid and exciting characters in
their own right. In particular, I might
mention May French Sheldon, who
was affectionately known as B&B&
Bwana. With her bejewelled court
dress and blonde wig, this 43-year-old
woman led a caravan of natives inland
from the east coast, $rcctly into Masai
war territory.
Despite its weaknesses, tbe book
makes good, light reading, especially
for one, like myself, whose knowledge
of Africa is somewhat limited. The
book is certainly not aimed at anyone’
witha solid academic background in
African history and politics. What
makes it worthwhile, I think, am
Hacker’s descriptions of her own enperiences. Though perhaps notas exciting ss those of her Victorian predecessors, they come alive through the wit
and the enthusiasmof the author, as she
relates with adisarming frankness how
her many preconceptions about AWca
are proven false. Cl
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By PETER EARCOUET
I MET JOHNHOFSESS
briefly at the Sttatford Film Festival a couple ofsummers

ago. He seemed a quiet, withdrawn
man and, dressed in leather jacket and
matching cap, he reminded ine of a
famous picture of the Soviet
film-maker, Sergei Eiistein. Something stoical, self-consciously stylish,
and apart. I didn’t know much about
him. I knew that, along with Ivan
Beitman, he had been one of the key
creative forces at the MacMastei Film
Board and that, with Eehman as producer, he had scripted and dineted a
feature caged Coltmtbus of Sex, a film
that was confiscated by the morality
squad and, as far as I know, destroyed:
Since this trouble with the authorities,
Hofsess has been doing journalism,
writing regularly for MacleanS. He
also was about to manage a theatre, I
was told. It all seemed a bit sad. A
typically Canadian story. Another re
ject from the film industry.‘Mom than
that, a martyr. I couldn’t find a way of
talking fo him about these problems.
The situation seemed so unjust. I felt
ashamed for my own country.
I begin anecdotely becausithere is
something naggingly personal about
Inner Views, something almost private
for a book supposedly cdnsisting of interviews with film-makers. Them is
evensstrikingpictureofHofsessonthe
back of the dust jacket -just a little bit
larger than any of the pictures of the
film-makets themselves that appear in
the text. From this’picture,Hofsess still
seems self-consciously stylish (though
now looking mqre like Jay Gatsby than
Sergei Eisenstein), still withdrawn, yet
looking directly at us. as if challenging
us in some way.
Thii is very much how 1 read the
book. It seems a kbtd of challenge, a

personal confrontation that might coax
us into a new awareness of the
paradoxes of our culture. Yet the challenge is rarely stated directly. It is mom
a matter of tone, mom.a matter of the
attitude that he brings to hh interviewing - an assertive, even aggressive

film-m&m have appamntly be‘Mchosen at random, but with curious results.

P

tile these conflicting at&&s or even
to build a bridge.between them. They
are simply placed there, back to back,
both part of the Canadian scene.
Similarly, the most mating cowersation occurs with Claude Jutm. bim-

self an outsider; for a long time t&fore
Man On& Antoine) he was. like Hofsess, a reject from the industry. In fact,
like so many of the conversations in this
book, the Jutm piece really reads like a
little novella, so lovingly am ali the I
details of his life m+reated for us, so
fictionalized does it seem. Yet this
strong involvement in Jutm’s wmk
(whichbegins this coilectiott)in no way
directly contests the equally strong admiration for that complete insider,
Pierre Berton. in the conversation that
closes the book: Hofsess seems
genuinely excited by the “vision of
strength, joy, and health” that, in his
vie*. is characteristic of Berton’s
films, a vision (I wish Hofsess had said
it) obviously intertangled with all the
power he possesses, with all the money
he has made.
In this way, the main text of Inner
Views consists of blocks of quite different colours~ so different in fict that it is
difficult to seize the final shape of the
whole:The same process characterizes
the iiitmductoty chapter. In “Whh is

this thing calied Canadian film?” Hofsess presents us with a strong and

polemical account of the evohuiott of
Canadian’ film. Full of questionable
analogies (at times, Hofsess seems to’
be equating as minority groups blacks,
hompexuals, .and Canadians), it is
nevertheless an importantpiece of writing.'
“What we have to decide about
ourselves,” Hofsess exclaims, “is
whether we have sufliciettt grounds for
a separate cultttm.” He then pmceeds
to analyze some of the issues involved

I
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in that decision, issues involving more
than cinematic matkrs.
I amnoIspeaking
;ira naion&sl. butm a
stmtegin.understanding
media. If a 61m
doem’thISI wmc ps)rhologicalneed.ifir
doesn’lhavesomerociological~rpore.
il.
in shotithereis 110minority
10buyit. then
)ou cdn’lhaveil iilm induwy.

Just why Canadians should see themselvesas a “minority” within their
own country is, of course, a political
question that.Hofsess never fully confronts; and this failure of confrontation
explains the contmdictions that chamcterize the book.
Hofsess’s eclecticism is very much
the eclecticism of acolonized mentality, a mentality of which, as Canadians,
we are all a part. We too can sympathize with a man like Jutra ,ho for
years and years has struggled7 to stay’
inside thb industry. We can identify ’
with men like Allan King and Don
Shebib who, while having made a most
significant contribution to our film culture. can now only stay afloat by working in television. But we can also admire a man like Pierre Berton who
seems so supremely successful and
thereby confident and optimistic about
the world.

Identifying with failure while admiring success: this is the contradiction
with which most Canadianslive, a contradiction that’s inscribed within the
oases of this book afid is the substance
bf%s challenge. The book is thus as
important as a’cultural document as it is
as a volume of Canadian film. Irritatingly arbitrary, assertively personal,
as much an outobioeraohv as a book
of filoi intervi&vs,~I~&
Views is
nevertheless an important achievement
if we am concerned with our national
culture. What we still need, however.
and I think the time is ready for it, is a
book that will provide the scholanhip
and a sufficiently rigorous analysis not
only to embody the paradoxes of our
culture but also to strive to make sense
of them all. 0

The dlly in
our house
Canadian-American
Relations in
Wartime: From the Great War to the
r
:old War, by R. D. CueC”.._l 1 I
Lmtstein
Hakkert,
-.. .._ _.~_.~2
w.xi clorn.

;OYiiLi

By JOHN W. HOLMRS
THAT CANADA WASdelivered into continental servitude at some time during
the last half century seems to have become an unquestioned assumption.
“Some bondage!” envious members
of the Organization for Economic
Co-operation and Development might
exclaim. While some critics may seek
to name the “guilty men.” Professors
Granatstein and Cuff look rather for the
wmng turn. They almost suggest that
the continentalization of Canadian
economic and foreign policy was inevitable, but they can’t quite forsake
the view that somehow orothe.rCanada
could have been detached fmm the
honda’geof geography. After all, East
Germany did it.

by Morgen Lazarus
an OFL pub!ication
A fascinating acqount of tRe Canadh
workingman.snci his odanizations
over the last,one hundred years.
o Biographies, photos of historical labour
personalities
o Bibliography and reference section
0 Legislatik and political involvement
_i16 pages, $3.96 paper

1 -This.bqok_docu~ants
the role played by -great 1
peoplein times of great ewntli and by tough but
unremembered peoplp. whose strength has left
swHkJ1E$
Canada a b+tar place to work and liw in.
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It is unfair te link two such good
historians with the more romantic
school of nationalist histmistts. In thii
welcome and fssebmting book they ask
all sorts of valid questions --all except
that centml one: Are we really supine
and was there a feasible altetnative that
would have left us in better shape,
economically, culterally, and, of
course. morally? The answer may well
be yes, but it ought to be argued.
Gmeatstein sad Cuff, for example.
show how our hsbit of seeking exemp
tion from American regulations, coaceived in wartime aad continued in
peacetime, made us mme depeedeat’on
the United States economy: “Exemptionalism has offered only se illusion of
independence while it bound the cotmtry ever mme firmly inp loclistep with
American policy.” The first psrt of the
semettce is well argued; the last, peesumably, is something any fool knows.
The ceatml thesis of these informative and provocative essays is that the.
exigencies of the past thme wars - the
First and Second World Wars sad the
Cold War - did much to integmte
Canada into the North American
economy evmt though mu leaders were
concertted about the political eonse_

~.

i-

.._L

qeences. Gnmststein and Cuff offer
psrticulsrly interesting evidettce of this
trend in the First World War, a tread
that didn’t go as far as in the Second
simply because the Armistice cat it
short. They mcogaize the severe postSecond World War problems of the
Cattadianeconomy, but they may underestimate the element of cslcelatimt
in government policy, the conviction
that independence would be a pm&t
of prosperity rather than austerity, and
the gamble with Americaninvestment
sad tradehad to be taken. Among the
paradoxesto be kept in mind ls that the

Canadian wartime profits from the
Hyde Park Agreement enabled es to
buy out the United States military installations in Canada and send the U.S.
force.4home in 1943.
The book is essemlelly a series of
qeestions for finthermsearch. Without
committing themselves to the coaclusions of revlsiotdst historlaes, the authors tightly atie that the latter have
raised questions about the U.S. sad the
origins of the Cold War that should slso
be asked about C&da. They ssk tt3
also to reconsider mu hsrsh judgments
of Mackenzie King. It is a point well
taken. In retrospect, King’s views on

In his first best setler
JAMES BOREN said,
“When in Doubt Mumble”.
NOW SQREN IS SACK
.TOTELLVO 1UHOW TO
CUT_6HROUGH
THE RED TAPE AND...
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__.::.:k.L.._
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the folly of a collective secarlty system
ttow look more like the ividom of experience. To accept, however, his view
that poor little Canada ought not to try
to play s constructive part in creating a
United Nations in which the interestsof
counhies such ss oarselves would be
protected is another matter. The i&a
that our diplomats were off pursuing
globalist ambitions in the U.N. and
other more remote places, thereby sllowing the Americans to buy es out
at home, has be&me a favourite
ram sequirur. The Canadian interest
WBSinvolved mt both fmnts. Lestex
Pestson wss cmmterlng the Amerlcsas
on a world stage. C. D. Howe iv6 on.
gaard at home. It was the Canadiatt
citlzeary who were selling their shares
o? the country to the Yankees for fast
bucks.
It ls impossible in a paragraph to
attswer the author’s questions about
Canada and the Cold War. Without
seeking to justify some of the Canadian
public rhetoric of the time, mm might
suggest more’attentioa to deeds than
words.4 may have appeared ss if Pestson believed in the monolithic Communist conspiracy. but his whole effort
over the Korean War pnd trace to fms-
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hawks was based on
a distinction between tb2 Russians and
the Chinese and a recognition that
Asian “communism”
could not be disentengled from anti-colonialism.
As
for our having been beguiled by U.S.
‘intelligence, it was regarded in Ottawa
bery sceptically. It was lhe alarming
reports fmm impeccably European
sources that led Canadians reluctantly
to believe, rightly or wrongly,. that
fears about Soviet policy might have
to be taken mom seriously.
One .other historical point might be
raised. The authors make no reference
to the Gouzenko affair. the revelation
by a defecting member of. the Soviet
Embassy in Ottawa in 1945 of an intelligence network it had established
among Canadians. The point in mentioning the case is not to prove
malevolent Soviet intentions. It is
rather that the Canadian handling of the
case, fully documented
in The
&ate the American

and now...
from those wonderful
peoplewho brought you
the maple leaf and
the beaver...
a brand-new
national symbol:

Mackenzie King Record, makes clear
the extreme reluctance of Canadian

books1
Canadianbooks are a much-

q

polic$makers to ‘spoil the chaitces of
peaceful relations with the Russians, let
alone exploit the incident to whip up
what was later called the Cold War.
This is a bmad subject, however, and
Gmnatstein !md Cuff deserve broader
answers. One might hope that they will
pursue their investigation further them:
selves. Answers are best given by bistofians with their ability to be scefitical
in all. or at least most, dbxctions.0

neglected national resource especially in the educational community. We’d like to change that
We’re Canadabooks, a new and
unique marketing service from
Canadian publishers. We represent
26 independent, Canadian-owned
publishinphouws,
and this gives
us what is probably the best selection of Canadian books available
anywhere.In almost any subject
We provide a central information
source and ordering point for these
books, and wa’d like to tell you
about them. Contact UL We’ll send
yooasubjectlist
i
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BooksforCanadian Mucation
56The Esplanade East, Suite 402,
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Canada: The Heroic Beginnings,
by Donald Creighton, Macmillan, io
w-operation with the Deportment
of
Bxlbm
and Northern Affairs and
Parks Canada,
illustrated, 255

pages, $14.95 cloth.
By NEVILLE THOMi’SON

BY THEIR MONUMENTS
ye shall know
tbem. And the monuments in this
beautifully illustrated book am a reminder of the fundamental importance
of war and empire in shaping the peaceable kingdom. This was a convention
before the end of the Second World
War. It has since become more fashionable to emphasize the indigenous
factors in the making of Canadian history. But perhaps this book will help to
redress the balance, for no one can look
at these fortifications and canals, built

by the French and British armies fortbe
defence of an outpost of empire, whhout realizing that for most of its existence the fate of Canada has been de
termined hugely by decisions made in
Europe.
The Department of India0 At%irs
could not, have found a better historian
than Donald Creighton to “link the historic sites and buildings of Canada with
the historical themes’ which they illw
tmte and thus to enrich the meaning of
both.” He has not forgotten the imperial connection and has not ceased to
warn his countrymen in their euphoria
at casting off the easy burdens of the
British Empire that they have unwittingly submitted to the heavier yoke of
the United States. Perhaps it was inevitable or perhaps, as other writers
have demonstrated, even those who
proclaimed their loyalty to fhe old Bag
most 16udly were also working to
strengthen Canada’s ties to the American economy. But the subject matter of
this book allows Prof. Creighton to
state his vi&s once mom, though,
since he is dealing with exploration,
trade. settlement, and defence rather
than Aeirnt policy decisions, in a more
restrained way than in Canada’s First
Centwy. The efforts of die British government to defend the Noah American
colonies even after 1815 are amply illustrated. By 1871 the danger of invasion had disappeared, only to be replaced by the “more insidious intrusion
of American capital and technology
and American standards and values.”
But Creighton’s great contribution to
this book is the quality of his prose
style. For 40 years he has set the standard of historical prose for English
Canad+ But more tha’n that, he is one
of the best historians writing today, an
example and inspiration to his fellow
pmcdtioners’in all fields. Compared to
him, ‘even such well-known historical
writers as Samuel Eliot Morison and
A.J.P. Taylor are positively slap-dash.
What he has to say hem is not new-it
is not that kjnd of book-but
the way
he says it is admirable. His mrapbs
ring with authority and are so well constructed that they slide into place like
parts of an intricate but precise
machine. The reader is carried through
complex events with no sense of hurry
or suspicion that vital aspectx are being
left out. Thii is the mark of the tree
professional: not only great knowledge
but also unremitting attention to form.
To reverse the usual. ordei of compliments, it is no demgation of the pi*
turns to say that they are worthy of the
p&e.
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Heroic.Beginnings is not an illus-

!

trated narrative history of Canada but a
series of essays on a number of beginnings, from the. earliest migrations across the laud bridge that then linked
Asia to North America to the conquest
ofthe North by dog-sled and by air and
the voyage of theStir. Roth tbmugh the
North West Passage in the 20th century. There are great cootfasts between
the centuries but all these beginnings
are characterized and linked by “an
heroic spirit. compounded ofinitiative,
perseverance, endurance and tourage.” The only chapter that seems a bit
out of place is the one on the pblili<al
makers of Canada, which begins with
John A. Macdonald and the background to Confedemtidn. Earlier leaders and administmtotx are discussed in
other contexts but their contributions h
the polit$al tradition of the new nation
are not analyzed. Even more surprising, the chapter ends in 1919 with the
newly elected Liberal leader, Mackenzie King, exhibiting a degree of historical consciousness as strong as Lauriex’s
or Macdonald’s - a great tribute to
Creighton’s endeavour to present an
impartial account.
A French translation of this book will
soon be available. In both languages it
should sell well in Canada and abroad.
There is no better or more attractive.
introduction for those who want to
know about Canada and even for Canadlans in an urban and cosmopolitan age
who want to come to terms with their
heritage. Cl

The Canadian Corporate Elite: An
AmlysIs
of Econo& Power, by
Wallace Clement. Carleton Library
Original, 479 pages, $4.95 paper.
By GUY STANLEY

IN THE r,t*axts~ Utopia. the free development of each is the condition for
the free development of all. In the
Canadian reality, the condition for the
free development of the elite is the restricted development ofthe masses.
This is the essential message of this
often turgid and difficult, overwhelmingly impressive, yet ultimately Rawed
study. Chock-a-block with hard-todiscover lore about the top Canadian
companies and their interlocking
directorships, this book at least updates

the IO-year-old findings of John
Porter’s Vertical Mosaic, the work
that pioneered investigation of Canadian elites.
Fat from becoming more egalitarian
since then, Canada’s economic elite
(637 executives who dominate the 113
most powerful. corporations through
I.848 interlocking directorships) has
become more upper-class and socially
exclusive in origin, more closely interrelated, ,snd has remained virtually imp&etrab&e to all but Anglo-Saxons.
Nor has the invasion by, multinational corporations in the 1960s challenged the’ elite’s economic dominance. Instead, the multi-nationals
have created their own, more middleclass, “compmdor” elite that shares
control of the branch plants with mote
senior management from head office.
Clement supplies au historical section that shows how this pattern of a
continuous family-based’elite reflects
Canada’s colonial role in the North At-’
lantic triangle. As Canada supplied raw
materials and staples to the metmpolis,
the economic elite took over finance,
transportation.
and
commerce,
utilities. In the process, they ~lrtually
ignored Canada’s industrial development.
Consequently, the skills of.mauofacluring and industrial entrepreneurship
were supplied by foreign-based and
controlled
multi-nationals.
But
Canada’s .traditional commercial elite
still managed to do well out of the burst
of U.S. direct investments, although
often having frozen out Canadian
entrepreneurs on merely snobbish
grounds. The elite, says Clement, “enjoyed a favourable position of serving
the industrial boom” and now finds its
position reinforced by industrial development.
Ultimately however, despite his
heroic encounter with the data, despite
his often masterful discussions of
sociological theory (for example,
technostructures), Clement fails to
convihce. At most, his fin@ngs challenge, bq do not overturn, the pmposition that equal opportunity is possible
in a liberal capitalist democracy. Then,
in arguing their significance. Clement
sidetracks himself into a sbciologists’
quibble over “models” in which he
takes an untenable position. As Porter, his former teacher. remarks in a
graceful and witty foreword that demolishes this aspect of Clement’s case, this
part of the book is “less striking.”
So The Can&m Corporate, .Elite
will’uot start the revolution after all.
But even if the author had stayed on the

Cy Gonick
Political economist Cy Gonick
analyses Canada’s economic
base since World War I I and
makes it obvious that the government is wrnered into two
choices, that of rapid inflation
or drastic recession. Gonick
shows us the kind of policiesand what kind of government
might be able to end what is a
continuing economic crisis.
$4.95 paper $11195 cloth

Don Mitchell
From original production on
through to diswibution to consumers, Don Mitchell explains how, why add to
whom our rapidly increasing
spending on baric food commodities is divided up. He offerr
an alternative approach which
could end ihe private profitaering and exploitation of farm
workers, food industr’y workers
and consumers which he documents in the book.
the farm

$4.95 paper $11.95 cloth
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beam, it is hard to see how it could

Harriet Hubbard Ayer’s .
Book
4CamfMa and Authentic Treatlee on
the L&d
Health end Beeuts
3rlginallypublishedIn 1999. thi&bkisa
ampilalicn of Mrs. Ayer’sweekly beauly
xllumn fcr lhe New York World. In it she
iels cut lo define the perfectvromanand
wcvide ways for obtaining lhe ideal :hrcughgoodgmcmlng. goodhealth.and
strongcharacter.An hiiorical view c4the
‘eministmovement.
310.30

The Valiant Wo’man
Hew tc Cope with Breast Cancer and
LiveAgain
Rcmeiie Orihwein
he woman’s upbeatiighl egalnsl redid
xeast surgery. This will explain execlly
shat haccens and what tc excect from

World Book of House Plants
New Updated Edltlon
EM McDcnkld
rhherevised edition cl one ol the wcd#s
nost popular books on houseplantsxmtaining informationon pcls. polling.
mil. humidity, watering. leeding. 6ght.
:emperalure.plant disease, pest contml.
md much, muchmere.
$10.30

Howto Find Fish -and
Make Them Strike
JoJeph D. Bales. Jr.
This important new bock deals wilh
Iresh-vraterfishing prlnclples and lech.
niques.It teaches Ihe fisherm@ how tc
read the waler. leamlng to spcl telllde
surfacefeatures that indicetethe bollcm
ptructure
cl e lake or Weam. and where
iishamfeeding.
31&W

Slashing!
lWW;I;;W’gwith Hockey
Theaulhorsinglescut lhcse elements he
leels are deslroyinghockey tcday - a”
inordinateemphasis cc violeme and 8
lack of appreclaticnfdr the game’s fun.
timenlals -andcffersaplanlcsave
the
pme.
?
Q Whiteside Limited
150Lermill 90~1%Don Mills. Onlario

Fitshenry
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have. For in focusing excl~ively on
elite composirion. Clement disregards
elite behaviour an’dtheforces (such as
public opinion) that shape and protect
the public interest. (Why, for instance,
do mining company chief, executives
now quake when lhey see environmentalists? Why couldn’t the in&rlocked “stake” and “business” elites
of 60 years ago prevent the rise of organized labour?) It’s’ a silly, perhaps
even fashionable shortcoming. But it
bespeaks the same attitude to common
sense that 81 Ihe highest levels cost
kings their lhmse.5, lately lost a president his job, and. among academics,
too often reduces. good sociology to
. sociologese. q

INBRIEF
J. E. HODGEITS’name alone should be
endugh to rally the student of public
administmtjon. Wilh 0. P. Dwivedi,
he has assembled Provincial Governments bs Employers (McGill-Queen’s,
_.$4.50), yet another indispensable surve~ofgoveminent practice--this time
scrutinizine the comoarative size.
banada’s IO p&ncial g&mmen$’
personnel structures. Rafts bf shifting
data have been securely anchored in
accessible stiallows of plain informative tables and charts. Style as ever is
pleasafitly uncluttered and elevated by
some drily humorous observations on
management-staff relations. ‘Analysis
of joint negotiation and collecdve bar-.
gaining positions. staff associations.
and employee appeal procedures lays

bare the lender under-belly of these
royal leviathans, and of course by
definition the public itself. All credit to
Hodgetts and Dwivedi for a difficult
pioneer study. Now for a labourrelations study with the same title?
GORDONocmos
F$R A G&RATION given to the notion
that the annual Nov. I I Remembrance
ceremonies now are liule more than
occasions for editorializine on the utility of ritual, rhe publica&of
a book
about military cemeteries will excite no
great &thus&m. Yet few who visit
those brooding stretches of Northwest
Europe consecrated to the dead of two
world. wars ever fail to achieve some
personal understanding of the awesome
price paid for their nation’s place in the
world. These same sensations are presea in Herbert Fairlie yood’s and John

Swettenham’s
‘Silent Witnesses
(Hal&at, $13.95) which, published for
the Department of Veterans’ Affairs
and the Canadian War Museum, is the
first work devoted exclusi&ly to
Canada’s war memorials. Taking their
lead from the National Film Board’s
1963 award-winning documenrmy
Fields of Sacr.$ct?, the authors have
produced a comprehensive survey and
contemporary guide to these cemeteries
found in some 70 countries around the
world. The text describes the major
campaigns in which Canadians. have
participated since 1914, accounts for
the casualties they engendered, “’
outlines the unending timmicment of
the Commonwealth War Graves Commission and related agencies, even
going so far as to tabulate tb plants and
shrubs thar beautify thesesites. Pardculady interesting is the inclusion of
cemeteries in Canada where. for vsxious local masons, the work of briang
veterans’ plols up tooverseas standards
has been somewhat less successful. Ex:
tensively and tastefurly illustrated, thii
handsome volume is itself a sensitive
tribute that an generations can appra
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BAaRY HUNT

MOREOF A PSYcHoLoGlc*I. puzzler
than a real whodunit. Marion Rippon’s
Ninth Tentacle (Doubleday, $5.95) is
an enjoyable m@c.r mystery sd in
rumI France. Viktor Rolland. brilliant,
arrogant, and tyrannical, falls prey to a
murderer’s bullet. There are pleqry of
suspects around, but it takes the frail
and ageing Gendarme Ygrec to solve
thecrime. Ms. Ripponhasdoneaeompetenr enough job and her portrair of
village life rings true. But, oh how
enervating her women are, all fluttery

*

and foolish with neither the wir nor the
spark to take command of themselves.
Surely women like that.don’t exist
anymore. except perhaps in thrillers.
sy
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X. Lacking pity. kindness.
m mercy
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“A valuable and scholarly contribution (0
the much-neglected hittory of the Cmadiin
worlhg v.vmiuI.”
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for advmiures and expaiemes, Id% Beam hitch-hi!xes from Bellwood, ant to Toronto where hu dam
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